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ABSTRACT
The growth of GaSb on GaAs is of interest for a variety of scientific and
technological applications. Some evidence suggests that low threading dislocation
density GaSb can be grown directly on GaAs through arrays of periodic edge misfit
dislocations. However, significant conflicting data also exist. This work seeks to clarify
the question through transmission electron microscopy analysis of GaSb grown on GaAs.
The results of this work show that the single strategy of direct growth of GaSb on GaAs
results in dislocation densities too high for devices. A secondary strategy of dislocation
filtering layers is introduced to further reduce threading dislocations. Dislocation filtering
layers are shown to be effective at bending threading dislocations at strained interfaces.
Advanced analytical methods are employed to assist in developing a unique view of the
dislocation filtering layer. These results enable a comprehensive evaluation of
dislocation behavior extending the scientific understanding of this complex interface.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Advanced semiconductor materials are vital to our technological society in
commercial, medical and military sectors. A wide variety of functionalities for
communication, biological detection, energy and chemical sensing have been enabled in
recent years by the enormous progress in epitaxial growth and materials development.
These include lasers and light emitting diodes over a variety of wavelengths, detectors,
solar cells and thermo-photovoltaic cells.
Some of these applications have been based on homogeneous epitaxial methods
with dopants added in small concentrations to activate specific properties in localized
regions. In other cases lattice matched heteroepitaxial methods have been utilized. In
these cases, materials with dissimilar compositions, but matched or only slightly
mismatched lattice constant, are grown typically in a layer by layer fashion. The use of
heteroepitaxy greatly expands the range of properties available in a given growth series.
While these methods have enabled great progress in technological development,
an enormous untapped potential exists for epitaxial processes that integrate materials with
dissimilar lattice constants as well as composition. Successfully mating materials would
enable new device functionality or multi-functionality on a single platform. Examples
include III-V on Si, III-Sb on GaAs, GaN on Si and even strain-driven nanostructure
formation. The primary obstacles towards integration of these different material systems
are lattice mismatch, thermal expansion coefficient mismatch, and the defect formation
that ensues.

2
1.1

III-V Materials and the 6.1Å Family
Heteroepitaxy based on the use of III-V materials such as GaAs, InP, and GaN

has been successful on a large scale. Devices based on these materials are readily
available in both industrial and consumer products. The success of these platforms
demonstrates the practical outcome of many decades of research and development.

Figure 1.1 III-V Bandgap energy vs. Lattice constant. (adapted from Tien, 1988)
The existing common III-V systems cover a wide range of wavelengths enabling
many applications. Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between wavelength and lattice
constant for some common III-V materials. While these materials cover the visible and
near infrared regions well, there are some spectral regions that are difficult to access. Of
particular interest is the mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) region covering the 3-5μm
range.
Applications for MWIR devices such as detectors, thermophotovoltaics (TPVs),
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and lasers are receiving increasing focus. Here, the less mature system comprised of
InAs, GaSb, and AlSb shows significant promise. This set of materials, termed the 6.1Å
family by Kroemer (2004), is the subject of significant research activity.1 MWIR
detectors based on InAs/GaSb strained superlattices are under consideration for
applications such as night vision and thermal imaging.2,3 TPVs used for the conversion
of heat, infrared photons, to electricity are another area where GaSb and related materials
are of interest.4 GaSb lasers are excellent candidates for applications such as infrared
countermeasures and trace gas sensing.5 Current literature is replete with examples of
work on GaSb and 6.1Å materials ranging from theoretical modeling to materials
characterization and device design.
1.2

Limitations of 6.1Å Materials
Work on 6.1Å materials is primarily undertaken with devices grown on 2-3 inch

GaSb wafers. While useful for research, these relatively small substrates are not suitable
for commercial scale applications such as focal plane arrays (FPAs). Some attention has
focused on the development of larger GaSb ingots capable of yielding 30 to 40 4 inch
diameter wafers, and work on larger 6 inch wafers is also underway.6,7 However, such
wafers are still not widely available.
Even if larger GaSb substrates do become available, a second limitation arises
with the high absorption coefficient, ~100 cm−1, of GaSb substrates in the sub-bandgap
MWIR range.8 For applications such as FPAs, this requires removal of the substrate for
device functionality.9 This additional processing adds cost and complexity making
commercial viability questionable.

4
1.3

Growth of GaSb on GaAs
A potential solution to both substrate size and MWIR absorption limitations for

6.1Å materials is the growth of GaSb on GaAs substrates. GaAs wafers are readily
available at sizes up to 6 inches. GaAs substrates also show approximately 2 orders of
magnitude lower absorption coefficient in target operating range.10 In addition, GaAs
substrates have higher thermal conductivity allowing for improved heat dissipation in
high power lasers and light emitting diodes (LEDs). These considerations make GaAs a
prime candidate for the growth of GaSb and 6.1Å devices.
The primary limitation in using GaAs as a substrate for GaSb based devices is the
large 7.8% lattice mismatch between these materials. To accommodate this mismatch,
misfit dislocations form at the material interface. While such interfaces often produce
low quality epitaxial material, for GaSb on GaAs a large fraction of the misfit
dislocations are pinned at the interface. Much of the interest in growing GaSb on GaAs
in based on the nature of this interface and the potential to grow high quality expitaxial
material.
The interfacial misfit array (IMF) formed between GaSb and GaAs is primarily
composed of 90° edge dislocations. These dislocations are beneficial in terms of
maximizing strain relief and limiting the formation of detrimental threading dislocation
defects. For GaSb on GaAs, the formation of an IMF based on 13 units of GaSb to 14
units of GaAs is calculated to result in 99.7% strain relief across the interface. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that GaSb on GaAs forms an IMF based on this ideal
spacing.11,12,13,14
Observation of the IMF has led to significant interest in developing this interface
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as a low defect method to grow GaSb on GaAs. Early reports showed high threading
dislocation density (TDD), on the order of 1010cm-2, remaining in the epitaxial layer.11,12
Dislocation densities were later observed to decrease with GaSb layer thickness resulting
in TDD of 108-109cm-2 for films 1μm and thicker.13
A more recent report outlining a methodology termed the IMF growth mode
suggests that extremely low TDD epitaxial growth of GaSb on GaAs is possible.14
Reports of TDD as low as 5.4x105/cm2 suggest the potential to produce high quality
GaSb directly on GaAs through the IMF growth mode.15 Defect levels in this range
should enable device performance similar to lattice matched growth on GaSb substrates.
A number of examples of 6.1Å devices grown on GaAs substrates using the IMF
growth mode exist. Mid-infrared photodetectors based on nBn and interband cascade
designs have been reported recently.16,17,18,19 While results have been generally positive,
all of these reports note higher dark current in IMF grown devices compared to lattice
matched control samples grown on GaSb. Dislocations are a common cause of elevated
dark current suggesting defects levels in the IMF growth process may be higher than
expected.
Dislocations were determined to be the cause of poor device performance in a
laser grown by the IMF process.20 Here, devices with similar 6.1Å active regions were
grown on first on GaAs by the IMF process and then lattice matched on GaSb for
comparison. The IMF grown laser showed significant degradation of a variety of
performance metrics. A transmission electron microscope (TEM) cross section of the
IMF grown laser showed clear evidence of threading dislocations in the 108cm-2 range
(Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 TEM cross section showing
threading dislocations in an IMF grown laser.
(Ahirwar, 2013)
A more recent comparison of GaSb based lasers grown on GaAs versus GaSb
showed higher peak power output for the IMF growth.21 However, this result was
attributed to the higher thermal conductivity of the GaAs substrate. At the same time,
threading dislocations in the IMF grown device were linked to higher diode turn on
voltage. Similarly, high power MWIR InAs/GaSb cascaded back emitting LEDs grown
on GaAs versus GaSb have been reported with the GaAs device showing higher peak
radiance.22 This improvement is attributed to both the lower absorption coefficient and
higher thermal conductivity of the GaAs substrate. Meanwhile, Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination rates suggest high defect levels in the GaSb grown on GaAs.
Thermophotovoltaic cells (TPVs) are another area of interest for IMF growth of
GaSb on GaAs. While fewer examples exist, a 2014 study on IMF grown TPVs
compared to lattice matched GaSb cells noted degraded performance for the IMF cells
and included TEM results showing evidence of threading dislocations in the GaSb.23
Another comparative study for TPVs showed dark current density ~50x higher for an
IMF grown TPV compared to a lattice matched GaSb control.24 Threading dislocations
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were proposed as the source of this result.
Overall, the compilation of experimental results brings into question the ability of
the IMF growth mode to produce high quality GaSb directly on GaAs. Both device
performance parameters and limited TEM results suggest threading dislocations in IMF
grown GaSb at levels well above the initially reported 5.4x105/cm2. Given the significant
interest in 6.1Å materials and the potential benefits of growing them on GaAs, a clearer
understanding of the limits of the IMF growth mode is needed.
1.4

Current Objectives
This study investigates the growth of GaSb on GaAs assessing the ability to

produce high quality epitaxial material suitable for device applications. Initially, the
ability to directly grow GaSb on GaAs by the IMF growth mode is evaluated.
Subsequently, the effectiveness of an AlSb dislocation filtering layer (DFL) inserted in
the GaSb is investigated. TEM is utilized in evaluating the quality of the material in
terms of threading dislocation density (TDD). TEM is also utilized to investigate the
nature of the interfacial misfit dislocation networks formed at both the GaAs GaSb and
GaSb AlSb interfaces.
Based on these results conclusive answers regarding TDD in IMF grown GaSb
are presented which will enable informed decisions on future optimization of this
process. Results from the study of dislocation filtering offer new directions in improving
the quality of GaSb grown on GaAs. Additionally, novel investigations of the IMF and
DFL interfaces offer new insight into the nature of heteroepitaxial interfaces increasing
our scientific knowledge of complex misfit dislocation networks.
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Chapter 2 Application of FIB Methods in GaSb
Typical semiconductor devices such as transistors, diode lasers, and
photodetectors have dimensions measured in nanometers and micrometers. The active
materials within these devices are often present in layers only a few nanometers thick.
Precise control of the composition, lattice parameter, doping, and strain in each layer is
critical to fabricating devices. The ability to fabricate these materials in a controllable
fashion is result of decades of research, development, and production. An important
component in this process is the ability to analyze the materials, interfaces, and devices.
With critical dimensions in the nano to micro range, imaging methods such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are
well suited to semiconductor work. The focused ion beam (FIB) tool is an additional
resource now commonly in use. The FIB utilizes an ion beam for precision milling of
small areas typically in the 10-100s of microns range. This scale is ideal for cross
sectioning most semiconductor devices. Commonly used in conjunction with an
integrated SEM column, dual beam FIB tools are now essentially standard equipment for
semiconductor research as well as fab production sites.
Another common use for FIBs is the production of TEM samples. The FIB/SEM
combination offers capabilities for navigation to specific structures or defects of interest.
Select sites can be lifted out for processing into TEM samples.1 Thinning of samples to
electron transparency can also be completed in the FIB. The FIB thinning process can be
directly observed by SEM enabling exact endpoint targeting. These capabilities are
generally unavailable with conventional TEM sample preparation techniques, making
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FIB sample preparation the method of choice for most semiconductor device work.
With close ties to the semiconductor industry, FIB development has been geared
toward work with Si based devices. Most FIBs utilize Ga ion beams which are well
suited to milling typical semiconductor materials such as Si, SiO2, Al, and Cu. FIBs are
also utilized for work with non-Si III-V materials such as GaAs, InP, and GaN. These
materials exhibit minor differences in milling behavior, but typical FIB methods can be
applied to these materials with only minor modifications.
There are however, some material specific issues associated with GaSb and FIB
interactions that will benefit from additional review. Due to the generally undocumented
nature of the difficulties encountered and their importance to this work, methods
developed for the preparation of FIB based TEM samples from GaSb are included in
some detail. General references for SEM, TEM, and FIB are available from various
sources. As such, an overall review of these techniques will not be included here.
2.1

Anomalous Ion Beam Interactions with GaSb
The interaction of ion beams with GaSb makes this material unique and

problematic in terms of application of typical FIB methods for milling and cross sectional
analysis. Surface swelling along with the formation of subsurface voids and cell-like
structures following ion beam exposure in GaSb has been reported in numerous
publications. In 1987, Homma reported the formation of microtextured surfaces on GaSb
exposed to Cs+ ion associated with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis.2
Nitta et al., (2002) subsequently studied ion beam interaction with GaSb in detail where
they noted the formation of subsurface cell-like structures in GaSb following
implantation with Sn+ ions (Figure 2.1).3,4
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Figure 2.2 Cellular structures formed on the surface of
GaSb following ion implantation. (Nitta, 2002)
Continuing work included a design for the formation of the structured networks of
cells and methods for making use of the cell structures in nano-fabrication (Figure
2.2).5,6,7,8 While it is unclear if these efforts have yielded any specific applications, they
do serve as useful examples showing the unusual behavior of GaSb exposed to ion
beams.

Figure 2.1 Nano-fabricated cellular structures based on
GaSb ion interaction. (Nitta, 2009)
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2.2

FIB Based TEM Sample Preparation for GaSb
While the unusual behavior of GaSb provides some interesting research

opportunities, for the practical work of generating TEM samples it is mostly problematic.
The FIB lift out technique commonly used for TEM sample prep makes use of high
current ion beams for various milling procedures. A general outline of the process has
been outlined by Giannuzzi (2006).9 The series of precision cuts required is relatively
straightforward and commonplace for most FIB users. Figure 2.3 shows the FIB cuts
associated with a typical FIB based TEM sample. Note that for this Si sample the cuts
are well defined and the surfaces are generally clean.

Figure 2.3 FIB milling of Si associated with TEM
sample prep of a Si based sample. (Giannuzzi,
2006)
In contrast, when applied to GaSb, the TEM lift out process becomes significantly
more difficult. The high current (3-20nA) ion beams utilized for sample milling during
TEM sample prep amplify the unusual behaviors of GaSb. Complications include
trenches refilling with reaction products during milling, formation of surface droplets,
incomplete separation of lamella, and general obstruction of visibility to the work. As
shown in Figure 2.4, a large trench milled in GaSb has refilled with reaction products
obstructing access to the lower region needed for undercutting the sample. Note also the
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Figure 2.4 Result of initial milling of GaSb with a
20nA Ga ion beam.
bright spotty region spanning the width of the image which is the result of a single ion
imaging scan needed to position the milling pattern.
A potential method to mitigate these issues is the use of cryo conditions during
FIB processing. Santeufemio (2012) demonstrated the ability to improve milling
performance on GaSb and InSb by using cryo conditions during FIB milling (Figure
2.5).10 A significant improvement in milling is observed for InSb milled at -150°C
compared to 25°C. An apparent, but less significant improvement in milling behavior is

Figure 2.5 GaSb milled at 25°C (top left) and -150°C (top
right). InSb milled at 25°C (bottom left) and -150°C
(bottom right). (Santeufemio, 2012)
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observed for GaSb under analogous conditions. The conclusion to this study states,
“Significant challenges exist for the preparation of high quality TEM lamellae by cryoFIB, but studies such as this show that encouraging progress can be made.”
The cryo FIB examples provide some insight into methods for preparing TEM
samples from GaSb. In general, it is apparent that reducing the temperature reduces the
reaction rates for various mechanisms involved in the interaction of ion beams with
GaSb. However, the rate reduction for GaSb is not adequate to generate cleanly milled
trenches. Additionally, cryo FIB systems are not readily available. The development of
a successful method for FIB based TEM sample preparation in a conventional FIB
system would be a useful accomplishment.
By considering the cryo conditions as a way to remove energy from the system, a
related variable that is accessible on most modern FIB systems can be considered. Rather
than extracting excess energy out of the sample, lowering the accelerating voltage of the
ion beam can be considered as a way to reduce the energy input into the system. By
reducing the energy input into the system, the reactive nature of GaSb can also be
minimized.
Typical FIB milling takes place at relatively high accelerating voltage (30kV for
most FEI systems). This setting provides excellent imaging characteristics as well and
high milling rates. However, lower kV setting ranging down to 2kV or less are available
on most systems. Unfortunately, image quality and milling rates at these lower kV
settings are generally poor, making them unsuitable for most work.
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2.3

Process for FIB Based GaSB TEM Sample Preparation
A multi-step process for preparing TEM samples in the FIB has been developed.

In the initial portions of the prep, milled regions with heavy re-deposition and growth are
exposed to a second phase of ion milling to break down the porous refill. This method
results in trenches that are clean enough to allow for sample undercut prior to lift out
(Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Initial trench milling with heavy re-deposition and nano-filament growth
(left). Trenches after secondary cleaning step providing adequate visibility to continue
TEM lift out processing (right).
The undercut step itself often also generates refill and nano-filament growth that

Figure 2.7 After initial milling and additional cleaning of
the trenches this sample was ready for undercut. However,
the undercut generated a new set of nano-filament growth
potentially reconnecting the sample to the substrate.
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can reattach the TEM sample to the substrate (Figure 2.7). Multiple cleaning and remilling steps are often required before a sample can be safely removed. Failure to fully
separate the sample from the substrate prior to lift out is a common cause of lost samples.
After welding to a lift out needle, a sample that is not fully separated from the substrate
can pop loose releasing significant stress and sending the sample off into the vacuum
chamber abyss.

Figure 2.8 Undercut sample ready for lift out following numerous extra cleaning steps
(left). Successful lift out of a GaSb sample (right).
Figure 2.8 shows a fully cleaned sample ready for liftout (left) and a sample
successfully lifted and ready to attach to a TEM grid (right).
As reviewed thus far, the successful lift out and attachment to a TEM grid for a
GaSb based TEM sample is a non-trivial task. However, once achieved, the result is

Figure 2.9 Tilt and top down images of a GaSb based lift out attached to a TEM grid
showing various undesirable features associated with GaSb ion beam exposure.
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hardly satisfying as the various issues of re-deposition, droplet formation, and nanofilament growth affecting the sample make it unclear whether the material will be
suitable for TEM (Figure 2.9).
The early stages of sample thinning with lower current ion beams, typically ~80100pA, are generally promising. Despite the initial appearance of the lift out, the GaSb
reaction layer typically extends only about 100-150nm into the face. This layer clears up
relatively quickly revealing the unaffected material suitable for analysis. Figure 2.10
demonstrates this process for a multi-layered epitaxial growth. Given the need to clear
the damage layers from the front and back sides of the sample, it is important to target
relatively thick lift out samples in order to provide ample material. Typical lift out
thicknesses used in this work are range in the 1.5-2.0μm range.

Figure 2.10 Initial stages of sample thinning as the damage layer on the lift out face is
cleared away revealing a layered epitaxial structure.
The appearance of undamaged material behind the faces of the lift out suggests
the possibility of generating a useful TEM sample. Unfortunately, evidence of the next
challenge in the process appears on the GaSb surfaces as soon as the damage layer is
removed. Close inspection in SEM reveals the formation of small spots on the GaSb
(Figure 2.11). Interestingly, these spots are generally restricted to GaSb. They do not
form, or are much less prevalent, on most other materials associated with this work such
as AlSb and GaAs. In Figure 2.11, the spotty regions are GaSb, while the clean surfaces
are AlSb. This again shows the unusually reactive nature of GaSb with respect to ion
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beams. In this case, even a low current (80pA) ion beam oriented to gently thin the
sample face induces undesirable reactions with the GaSb.

Figure 2.11 Spots form selectively on the GaSb regions of this sample. The lower region
is a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) of GaSb/AlSb.
The formation of spots on the surface during the initial stages of thinning turns
out to be only a precursor to more significant issues later in the process. On their own,
the presence of these surface defects on a finished TEM sample would produce unwanted
dark spots in a TEM image, but with knowledge of the cause, usable analytical results
could still be obtained. However, as the sample becomes thinner this issue tends to
worsen. The exact cause of this is speculative, but may be related to decreasing ability of
the thinning sample to absorb and dissipate energy introduced by the ion beam. Some
extreme examples were encountered early in this work while developing methods to
counteract the problem. Figure 2.12 shows an example of the appearance of a TEM
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lamella thinned with ion beam parameters typical of Si samples. The results are clearly
inadequate for analysis particularly when detailed review of epitaxial interfaces is the
goal.

Figure 2.12 Early attempt at TEM sample
thinning using parameters typical for Si
based samples.
Methods to mitigate the issues encountered during sample thinning were
developed based on the concept of minimizing energy input to the sample through the use
of low kV ion beams. While low kV beams are commonly used to clean sample surfaces
as a final polish prior to TEM analysis, the image quality and milling rates associated
with these beams make them difficult to use for cross section thinning patterns.
However, with some attention, images adequate to set cross section patterns can be
obtained using a 5kV ion beam. The lower milling rates at these settings require
significantly longer times (4-5x) to mill equivalent material compared to a typical 30kV
beam.
2.4

Low kV Thinning of a GaSb TEM Sample
An example of the benefits of low kV thinning in preparing a TEM sample from a
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GaSb based structure is shown in Figure 2.13. In this case, a defect was the target of the
TEM analysis. For the initial thinning, a 30kV ion beam was used to locate the source of
a surface anomaly. The source can be seen here as a defect at the top of the GaSb/AlSb
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) directly below the large bump in the top surface. The
images on the left show a spotty surface typical of thinning GaSb with a 30kV ion beam.
Once the defect was located a refined area was thinned using a 5kV ion beam resulting in
clean GaSb surfaces optimized for TEM analysis.

Figure 2.13 Left side images show a defect identified while using 30kV ion milling. Right
side shows refined region thinned at 5kV with clean GaSb surfaces.
To summarize, the typical methods for FIB based lift out cannot be directly
applied to GaSb. The methods developed for this work add a number of steps which
have resulted in many successful TEM samples. In the initial bulk milling stages prior to
lift out, additional cleaning steps are used to remove re-deposition and nanostructure
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growth. The refill materials are generally low density and can be cleaned up with open
rectangular patterns utilizing moderate ion beam currents (1-3nA). The thickness of the
lift out should be larger than typical ~1.5-2μm. This allows for ample material on the
faces to absorb the damage created during the lift out process. Thinning of TEM samples
with low current (24-80pA) 30kV ion beams is used to locate target structures, or to thin
to 300-400nm where no specific target exists. Final thinning of TEM samples is
executed with low current (15-40pA) 5kV ion beams. This method is generally adequate
to produce a TEM sample of <100nm thickness allowing for high resolution (HR) TEM
work. Figure 2.14 shows TEM results from the sample in Figure 2.13. The overall TEM
view reveals thin quantum well layers in the upper GaSb that were not visible in SEM.
The direct relationship between the defect at the top of the DBR and the bump on the
sample surface are also apparent. The sample is thin enough to enable high resolution
imaging showing details of stacking faults running through the GaSb and quantum wells.

Figure 2.14 TEM images from sample region thinned at 5kV. Overall image showing
quantum well layers and other details not apparent in SEM (left). HR TEM showing
lattice details in a region of the defect (right).
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A summary of parameters used to produce a typical GaSb cross section is
included in Appendix A. Additional advanced TEM sample preparation methods for plan
view, targeting of buried layers, and conversion of plan view to cross section are also
covered in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3 Optimization of GaSb on GaAs
3.1

Dislocations in GaSb
Lattice mismatch strain in heteroepitaxial layers greater than the critical thickness

is relieved primarily by the formation of misfit dislocations. Some of these misfit
dislocations also generate threading dislocations that propagate through the epitaxial
layer. In general, these threading dislocations are detrimental to device performance, so
minimizing their numbers is desirable. The primary goal in optimizing the growth of
GaSb on GaAs is directly related to the reduction of these threading dislocations. To this
end, understanding the nature of dislocations is also beneficial. A brief review of this
complex topic is included here. Much of this material is adapted from Ayers1 and Pohl2.
A more thorough treatment can be found in these and other sources.
In general, dislocations are linear defects with a core region containing
incomplete bonds and high strain conditions. Outside the core lies a region of strained
material where bonds are distorted but not broken. The two basic types of dislocations
are edge and screw. Edge dislocations are associated with the inclusion of an extra half

Figure 3.1 Edge dislocation formed along AD with extra half plane of atoms ABCD (left).
Screw dislocation formed along AD at the boundary of a displaced region ABCD vs
AB’C’D (right). (Ayers, 2007)
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plane of atoms in a region of a crystal. The dislocation line in this case runs along the
base of the extra half plane of atoms. For a screw dislocation, a region of material is
displaced by one atomic step with respect to the underlying material. Along the
boundary of this shifted region, a screw dislocation is formed to accommodate this shift.
Schematics of the edge and screw dislocations and forces associated with their formation
are shown in Figure 3.1.
Three factors are used to describe the geometry of a dislocation system. First, the
direction of the dislocation, l, is a line vector expressed in lattice directions. Second, the
Burgers vector, b, is a measure of the direction and magnitude of distortion from the
dislocation. Third, the glide or slip plane is the plane that contains both the dislocation
line and the Burgers vector.
The Burgers vector is defined by the extra translation needed to close a loop
around a dislocation compared to a similar loop in a perfect crystal. This process is
outlined in Figure 3.2. The character of a dislocation is defined by the angle between its
Burgers vector and dislocation line. For a pure edge dislocation the Burgers vector is

Figure 3.2 Determining the Burgers vector for a dislocation.(Ayers, 2007)
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perpendicular to the dislocation line. As such, pure edge dislocation are often referred to
as 90° dislocations. In a pure screw dislocation the Burgers vector is parallel to the
dislocation line. While pure edge and screw dislocations do exist, mixed character
dislocations also occur and are often more common.
The glide plane is the third factor used to describe the geometry of a dislocation.
This plane contains both the Burgers vector and the dislocation line. Note that for an
edge or mixed character dislocation, with b and l not parallel, this results in a single plane
defined as the glide plane. However, for a screw dislocation with b parallel to l, the glide
plane in not specifically defined.
A slip system is defined as the primary set of glide planes and Burgers vectors
active in a crystal. For zinc blende materials, such as those considered in this work, glide
planes are the close packed {111} type planes. The shortest translation in a {111} plane
𝑎

occurs along a 〈110〉 direction. The magnitude of these translations is √2 where a is the
lattice parameter. The direction and magnitude of the shortest translation in a glide plane
also define the most common Burgers vector. In the case of zinc blende materials
𝑎

Burgers vectors on {111} planes will be of the type 2 〈110〉
Misfit dislocations form at the interface of lattice mismatched heteroepitaxial
layers to relieve strain. For (001) epitaxial growth, misfit dislocations form along 〈110〉
directions in the (001) interface plane. This results in an orthogonal network of
dislocations at the interface. In general, for small lattice mismatches (<1%) the formation
of mixed character 60° dislocations is observed. These dislocations have Burgers vectors
𝑎

𝑎

of type 2 〈101〉 or 2 〈011〉. Screw dislocations are typically not generated as they have
no strain relieving component in the mismatch arising from the (001) growth.
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Threading dislocations are dislocations that penetrate the epitaxial layer. In lattice
mismatched heteroepitaxy threading dislocations can form as the result of the nucleation
of a dislocation half loop at the surface. The half loop glides toward the interface along
slip planes eventually reaching the strained interface where it generates a strain relieving
misfit segment at the interface. However, at the ends of the misfit segment, threading
dislocations remain unless they are able to reach to edges of the material and grow out.
This mechanism of misfit strain relief is associated with mixed character 60° dislocations.
For larger lattice mismatches, pure 90° edge misfit dislocations are often observed
at the heteroepitaxial interface. The Burgers vector for these dislocations is parallel to
𝑎
𝑎
the interface, 2 [110] or 2 [11̅0] for (001) growth. They are favored in large mismatch

systems as they provide twice the strain relief of mixed character 60° dislocations.
One mechanism by which 90° edge dislocation can be introduced in highly
mismatched systems is by direct injection at the edge of expanding islands nucleated on
the surface. In this growth mode, known as Volmer-Weber growth, heteroepitaxial
nucleation occurs as islands that expand across the surface eventually forming a
continuous epitaxial layer. Under this growth mode, strain relaxation can occur by the
direct injection of 90° dislocations at the edges of expanding islands. This suggests the
possibility of very low threading dislocation densities with strain relieved by pure edge
dislocations formed at the interface. However, in general, high dislocation densities are
observed in highly mismatched heteroepitaxy due to some combination of unrelieved
strain and island coalescence. Residual strain may lead to the formation of dislocation
half loops associated with 60° interfacial misfit dislocations and threading segments.
Island coalescence may lead to additional dislocations due to bonding mismatches at the
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intersection points. These intersections can also generate dislocations and threading
segments that propagate through the epitaxial layer.
A second mechanism by which 90° edge misfit dislocations can form is through
the interaction of two 60° dislocations sharing a dislocation line vector. This mechanism
is known as a Lomer-Cotrell reaction. Consider a pair of 60° dislocations sharing line
𝑎

direction [110] with Burgers vectors 2 [101] and
𝑎
2

̅̅̅̅] =
[011

𝑎
2

𝑎

̅̅̅̅]. Their reaction, 𝑎 [101] +
[011
2
2

[11̅0], generates a pure edge segment along the interface. While this

reaction results in a single Lomer dislocation at the interface, it should be noted that the
threading segments of the original 60° dislocations remain such that there are four
threading segments associated with this type of Lomer formation. Additionally, the large
numbers of pure edge dislocations observed in many highly mismatched systems suggest
that other mechanisms are active.
3.2

GaSb on GaAs History
GaSb on GaAs, the primary focus of this work, is one highly mismatched system

that exhibits the interfacial edge dislocation strain relief mechanism. In this case, the
interfacial dislocations form a highly regular pattern along the interface. For (001)

Figure 3.3 Weak beam TEM image of misfit
dislocations in GaSb on GaAs. (Rocher,
1991)
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heteroepitaxy, the edge dislocations are present in both the [110] and [11̅0] orthogonal
directions forming a two dimensional network commonly referred to as an interfacial
misfit array, or IMF.
The nature of this interface has been studied for a number of decades. In a report
from 1991, Rocher described a 2-D network of dislocations present at the GaSb GaAs
interface that accommodates the lattice mismatch strain.3 TEM observations clearly
show an IMF present in small islands of GaSb nucleated on GaAs (Figure 3.3).
The numerical relationship of the lattice mismatch between GaAs (5.65Å) and
GaSb (6.09Å) is directly related to the formation of this IMF. Analysis of this mismatch
shows that 14 units of GaAs compared with 13 units of GaSb results in a nearly perfect
accounting of the 7.8% lattice mismatch. When measured along the [110] direction the
resulting spacing is ~56Å. Figure 3.4 shows a TEM cross sectional image from material
produced in the course of this work where this spacing is confirmed. This ideal spacing
results in nearly complete strain relaxation in the epitaxial layer. If repeated with
perfection across a large area, this mechanism could produce heteroepitaxial GaSb with
extremely low levels of threading dislocations.

Figure 3.4 Cross sectional image of GaSb
on GaAs IMF showing typical dislocation
spacing and no threading dislocation in the
GaSb layer.
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Unfortunately, selective viewing of small areas such as that shown in Figure 3.4
does not provide an adequate representation of the overall material. While most samples
reviewed in the course of this work do show limited areas with “perfect” IMF, more
realistic overall views show obvious IMF irregularities and threading dislocations. In
general, the typical TDDs observed in the GaSb on GaAs samples reviewed during this
work have been in the 5-9x108cm-2 range.
The mechanism by which threading dislocations form in the epitaxial GaSb layer
has been the matter of some debate. Island coalescence, as reviewed earlier, is one
proposed mechanism. GaSb has been observed to nucleate as islands on the GaAs
surface. While an IMF interface forms under each of these islands, the arrays from
adjacent islands may be out of registry. When such mis-registered islands coalesce, there
is residual strain at the intersection point. This strain may be relieved by the formation of
a 60° dislocation. Unlike the 90° dislocations of the IMF, the 60° dislocations are prone
to threading that results in defects propagating up into the epitaxial layer.
In contrast, a report by Qian et al., (1997) suggests that threading dislocations in

Figure 3.5 Weak beam TEM image from an
independent GaSb island showing 3 60°
dislocations formed prior to any
coalescence. (Qian, 1997)
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GaSb are present in independent GaSb islands prior to coalescence.4 This study reviewed
GaSb islands nucleated on GaAs with growth terminated prior to island coalescence.
Analysis of these islands revealed the presence of threading segments associated with 60°
dislocations (Figure 3.5). The observation of large numbers of 60° dislocations in
independent islands suggests mechanisms other than island coalescence may be involved
in forming GaSb on GaAs threading dislocations.
Defects in epitaxial GaSb on GaAs were further studied by Qian, Skowronski, and
Kaspi, (1997) to determine TDD as a function of GaSb thickness.5 Epitaxial layers of
GaSb on GaAs were grown with thicknesses ranging from 0.5μm to 14μm. Analysis by
plan view TEM revealed TDDs ranging from 2x109cm-2 for the 0.5μm film down to
2x107cm-2 for the thickest 14μm film (Figure 3.6). A plot summarizing these results
(Figure 3.7) was used to fit an equation relating defect density to film thickness (Equation
3.1).
9

𝜌 = 10 ⁄ 5/3
𝑡
Equation 3.1 TDD cm-2 as a function film thickness (t) in μm.

Figure 3.6 Plan view TEM of GaSb films 14μm (left) and 0.5μm (right). (Qian, 1997)
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Figure 3.7 TDD vs film thickness for GaSb on
GaAs. (Qian, 1997)
The mechanisms by which dislocations decrease with increasing thickness were
explained in relation to the glide of dislocations along GaSb {111} planes. Glide
resulting in the formation of large interfacial misfit segments, annihilation due to the
interaction of dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors, and the interaction of 2
dislocations to form 1 new dislocation were reported as possibilities.
The work of Qian et al. serves as a historical baseline for understanding defect
levels for GaSb on GaAs. Their results suggest defect levels in the 108-109cm-2 for most
cases with levels in the 107cm-2 range achievable at very large thicknesses.
A new concept in GaSb on GaAs growth known as the IMF growth mode was
introduced by Huang et al. (2006).6 This work introduced the concept of IMF growth
based on the formation of a surface layer of Sb which contained the dislocation network
pattern required to form the IMF interface between GaSb and GaAs. With a surface Sb
template present prior to GaSb nucleation, the IMF array could be in registry across the
entire substrate surface. This suggests the ability to eliminate island coalescence as a
source of 60° dislocations resulting improved TDD.
In a follow on study, samples with incomplete island coalescence were analyzed
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to determine whether Sb was present in regions with no apparent GaSb growth (Huang,
Balakrishnan, and Huffaker, 2009).7 EDS was used to show the presence of Sb in areas
of the GaAs substrate where no GaSb nucleation was apparent. This was interpreted as
evidence of the presence of Sb atoms available for continuation of the IMF formation
with additional growth.
In the IMF growth mode studies, extremely low defect densities of 7x105cm-2
5.4x105cm-2 were reported for thick layer epitaxial growths of 3.1μm and 5μm
respectively. These TDD values are well below the detection level for TEM cross section
(~107-8cm-2) and TEM plan view (~106-7cm-2). As such, TDD was characterized by KOH
etch pitch density.
In order to better understand the source of the extremely low TDDs reported for
the IMF growth mode, close consideration of the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth
conditions is warranted. Comparing the IMF growth mode reports to earlier studies by
Qian et al., the primary area of interest is the timing of group V changes during the
transition from GaAs to GaSb. At the termination of GaAs growth, the IMF growth
mode employed an explicit step to desorb As from the GaAs surface. Once desorption
was complete, an Sb flux was introduced. The Sb overpressure was maintained until a
specific 2x8 Sb surface reconstruction was observed. The 2x8 Sb surface reconstruction
was reported as an indicator associated with high quality IMF growth. In contrast, the
studies by Qian et al. reported a direct transition from As to Sb sources with no
intervening desorption step. However, it was noted that Sb was introduced with the flux
maintained for 60 seconds prior to the nucleation of GaSb.
With the defined As desorption and subsequent Sb soak identified as the primary
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difference between the IMF growth mode and earlier reported methods, implications of
this step require further consideration. The implicit benefit of the IMF growth mode
desorption step is allowance for complete clearance of surface As prior to the
introduction of Sb. The subsequent introduction of Sb to a Ga rich surface is assumed to
result in the formation of an Sb surface layer containing to the IMF dislocation template.
The 2x8 Sb surface reconstruction is taken as an indication of the successful transition to
this IMF ready Sb surface state.
For the IMF growth mode to have significant benefit over the sequence employed
by Qian, an As rich surface present at the termination of GaAs growth would need to
retain some As in the presence of an Sb flux. The retention of some As at the surface
during the initiation of GaSb growth would result in defects in the IMF dislocation array.
This would lead to the formation of 60° dislocations and elevated TDD.
3.3

Understanding the GaSb IMF Growth Mode
As noted in chapter 1, the apparent failure of the IMF growth mode to produce

adequate performance in devices and the subsequent identification of threading
dislocations at levels far exceeding the initially reported values has raised some concerns
with the effectiveness of the IMF growth process. With this in mind, it seems appropriate
to revisit certain models and assumptions in order to re-evaluate the IMF growth mode
and establish a more concrete and reproducible understanding of its capability.
In general, a surface layer fully occupied by Sb prior to GaSb nucleation is the
goal of the IMF growth mode. In this condition the IMF template can exist in the Sb
layer prior to initiation of GaSb growth. This allows for independently nucleated islands
to be in registry with respect to the overall IMF despite forming at locations well
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removed. This removes island coalescence as a source of threading dislocations as no
stress mismatches appear at the coalescence points.
The (2x8) surface configuration of Sb on GaAs has been noted as an indicator of
surface conditions promoting the formation of the IMF. While there has been some
investigation of the Sb configuration on the (2x8) surface reconstruction, the exact nature
of this reconstruction remains elusive.8,9,10,11 However, the process conditions favorable
to this configuration are known. It has been noted that in general a (2x4) Sb surface
reconstruction exists at higher temperatures and moderate Sb pressures, while the (2x8)
surface reconstruction exists at lower temperatures and higher Sb pressures.12 Studies
also indicate that the (2x8) surface reconstruction is associated with multiple layers of Sb
and that this reconstruction can be converted to (2x4) through heating under vacuum with
associated loss of some Sb.11
An example demonstrating the importance of surface Sb to the formation of the
IMF is found in a study characterizing the nucleation of GaSb under different Ga/Sb
ratios (Balakrishnan et al, 2006).13 Typical III-V epitaxial growth takes place under
group V rich conditions. This is the result of the low sticking coefficient (~0.5) of group
V elements at typical growth temperatures. In contrast, group III elements generally
show a sticking coefficient of ~1. Essentially, during MBE growth all of the group III
adatoms stick to the growth surface, while group V elements are free to desorb if not
quickly incorporated into the growing layer.
Given these tendencies, the study on Ga/Sb ratios provided some interesting
results. Typical growth conditions with an Sb:Ga ratio of 10:1 produced small islands
with underlying IMF interface regions. However, shifting the Sb:Ga ratio to 1:1 resulted
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in the formation of Stranski-Krastanov strained islands (Figure 3.8). The explanation
provided for this behavior was that when the large Sb adatom is present in high
concentrations, this species dominates the formation of the interface leading to IMF
growth. In contrast, when the small Ga adatom is present in higher concentrations the
nucleation attempts to match the underlying lattice resulting in strained S-K growth.

Figure 3.8 Strained S-K island formed at 1:1 Ga:Sb ratio (left). IMF island formed at
Ga:Sb ratio of 1:10 (right). (Balakrishnan, 2006)
The ability to shift between IMF and S-K growth has been observed in another
common III-V system, InAs on GaAs (Trampert, Tournie, and Ploog, 1995).14 In
contrast to GaSb on GaAs, for this system the group III adatom is the large species. As
such, typical growth conditions with high group V (As) ratio are expected to result in
nucleation that attempts to match the underlying GaAs – strained S-K growth. This is

Figure 3.9 InAs S-K formed with As:In ratio 10:1 (left). InAs planar IMF film formed
with As:In ratio 0.7:1 (right). (Trampert, 1995)
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indeed the case with InAs strained dots commonly grown in GaAs based structures.
However, when the In:As ratio is shifted to favor the larger In adatom a planar IMF type
interface is formed (Figure 3.9). Specific ratios reported in V:III (As:In) used in this
study were 10:1 (S-K dots) and 0.7:1 planar IMF film.
Together, these examples illustrate the importance of the surface state during the
transition from homoepitaxial growth of GaAs to heteroepitaxial growth of GaSb or
InAs. In both cases, when the larger adatom is present in higher concentrations an IMF
interface is formed. In contrast, when the smaller adatom is dominant, nucleation
attempts to match the substrate resulting in strained S-K growth.
The successful execution of the IMF growth mode is essentially the outer extreme
of the large adatom case for Sb on GaAs. A cross wafer fully registered Sb adatom
network is proposed as the foundation of the subsequent GaSb IMF interface. As such,
maximizing the surface occupation of Sb at nucleation should promote successful IMF
formation.
The primary factors to consider in maximizing Sb surface retention are pressure
and temperature. The effect of Sb pressure in the form of Sb:Ga source ratio has just
been reviewed. The effect of temperature is fairly obvious with more retention at lower
temperatures. However, with respect to crystal growth, low temperatures can be
detrimental as adatoms must have adequate surface mobility to migrate and incorporate
into the growing material. This mobility decreases with temperature eventually leading
to poor crystal quality during growth.
3.4

IMF Growth Mode Optimization Experiments
The first major portion of this study focused on the impact of temperature on the
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quality of IMF grown GaSb on GaAs. Following the general IMF growth mode process,
200nm GaAs smoothing layers were grown on GaAs substrates at 580°C. After the
smoothing layer growth, the As source was closed for 40 seconds allowing the surface to
transition to a Ga rich state as observed through reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED). An Sb flux was then introduced for 20 seconds at 580°C. The Sb
flux was maintained over a 6 minute period as the temperature was reduced for GaSb

Figure 3.10 TEM cross sectional images of GaSb grown at 420°C (upper left), 460°C
(upper right), 500°C (lower left), and 540°C (lower right).
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nucleation and growth. The Sb:Ga ratio for the first sample set was 7.5:1. All samples
were grown to approximately 2μm total thickness of epitaxial GaSb. The temperatures
selected were 420°C, 460°C, 500°C, and 540°C.
The initial evaluation of these samples was by TEM cross section. Figure 3.10
shows the cross sectional images. The top surfaces of all samples are generally smooth
showing that this temperature range is generally adequate for the growth of GaSb. All

Figure 3.11 Plan view TEM images of GaSb grown at 420°C (upper left), 460°C (upper
right), 500°C (lower left), and 540°C (lower right).
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samples show some level of threading dislocation defects. TDD is estimated for the
upper third of the material given the known dependence of decreasing TDD with
thickness. Estimated TTD values are 1.5x108cm-2, 8.7x107cm-2, 4.3x108cm-2, 4.6x108cm2

for the 420°C, 460°C, 500°C, and 540°C samples respectively. Based on this initial

review, the 460°C growth temperature was most promising. However, none of the results
are comparable to earlier IMF growth mode reports suggesting TDD of 5.4x105cm-2
which should be undetectable by TEM cross section.
To determine TDD values more accurately, plan view TEM samples were
prepared for these samples. The plan view images (Figure 3.11) show a significant shift
in TDD with growth temperature. In this case, the sample grown at 420°C shows the
lowest TDD at approximately 1.3x108cm-2. The 540°C sample has the highest TDD at
approximately 5.9x108cm-2. The intermediate temperature samples grown at 460°C and
500°C show TDD of approximately 2.2x108cm-2 and 2.6x108cm-2 respectively. Again,
while some variation in TDD is apparent, these values are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher
than the earlier IMF growth mode reports.
To gain further insight into the defect levels in these samples, x-ray rocking curve
scans were collected to provide an alternative measurement. The full width half max
(FWHM) of the (004) diffraction peak from these scans was used estimate to TDD using
Equation 3.2.15
(𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀)2
𝑇𝐷𝐷 =
4.36 × 𝒃2
Equation 3.2 Calculation of TDD based on XRD Peak Broadening and dislocation
Burgers vector.

FWHM values in arc seconds determined from the 420°C-540°C samples were 123.5,
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𝑎

149.0, 165.2, and 583.2. Applying Equation 3.2 to these values and assuming b= 〈110〉
2

=4.31Å gives TDD results of 4.4x107cm-2, 6.4x107cm-2, 7.9x107cm-2, and 9.0x108cm-2
respectively.
A summary of results acquired from the various techniques is provided in Figure
3.12. While the absolute values show some differences, the trend of TDD versus growth
temperature is similar for the plan view and XRD. Some discrepancy with the cross
sectional TEM results is explained based on the small size of the analysis area. Both
XRD and plan view TEM assess larger areas of the material, so these results are weighted
more heavily.

Figure 3.12 Summary of TDD values from TEM and XRD for samples grown at 420°C,
460°C, 500°C, and 540°C.
The determination of 420°C as the temperature resulting in the lowest level of
threading dislocations was somewhat surprising. Most studies on GaSb report growth
temperatures in the ≥500°C range. However, from the current results, 500°C appears to
be at the upper end of the allowable range for high quality crystal growth. Despite this
interesting observation, the TDD range of this sample set still remains well above the
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earlier IMF reports.
With no apparent minimum for TDD captured in the initial sample series, a
second set of growths was undertaken to assess a lower temperature range. These
samples were grown at of 350°C, 390°C, and 440°C. Growth conditions were generally
similar to the previous set with the exception of the Sb:Ga ratio which was set to 5:1.
The inclusion of a 440°C sample grown at 5:1 Sb:Ga was included to provide some
overlap with the previous set and offer some insight into the effect of small shifts in the
source ratios.

Figure 3.13 TDD based on XRD results for samples grown at 350°C,
390°C and 440°C.
Having established a reasonable correlation between XRD and TEM plan view
results, XRD was used for an initial evaluation of the new samples. Results of the TDD
calculations are shown in Figure 3.13. Here the lower limit for growth temperature of
GaSb on GaAs has been reached with the 350°C sample showing significantly increasing
TDD based on the FWHM calculation.
To more fully understand the source of the high TDD calculated for the 350°C
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growth, a TEM cross section of this sample was completed. The cross section revealed
material with a high concentration of threading dislocations and stacking faults. In
addition, the sample surface was uneven showing an inability to smooth during growth
(Figure 3.14). In general, these observations show that 350°C is below the optimal range
for GaSb growth.

Figure 3.14 TEM cross sectional images of GaSb grown at 350°C showing high TDD,
uneven growth surface, and stacking faults.
With XRD results representing a consistent technique across the entire range of
samples from 350-540°C, an overall assessment of TDD vs. growth temperature was

Figure 3.15 TDD results based on XRD for all samples 350°C-540°C.
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plotted. The results, shown in Figure 3.15, reveal temperatures of 390°C-500°C resulting
in reasonable quality GaSb growth. Also apparent from this plot is an offset in the results
from the first and second sample sets. The 440°C sample from the second run has TDD
higher than both the 420°C and 460°C samples from the first run.
A clear suspect for the offset in TDD in 420°C-460°C range for the two sample
sets was the Sb:Ga ratio. The small shift from 7.5:1 vs. 5:1 between the two runs, would

Figure 3.16 TEM cross sections of 420°C/460°C Sb:Ga 7.5:1 sample (upper left/right)
and 440°C Ga:Sb 5:1/10:1 (lower left/right).
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not typically be of interest in most materials systems. However, with the known ability
to shift the overall growth mode of GaSb on GaAs with large Sb:Ga ratio changes, this
shift in TDD deserves additional attention.
To determine if small changes in Sb:Ga ratio were impactful to the IMF growth
mode an additional sample was grown at 440°C with Sb:Ga ratio of 10:1. While XRD
was not immediately available to evaluate this sample, a TEM cross section was
performed to provide an initial assessment. The 440°C Sb:Ga 5:1 sample was also cross
sectioned providing a consistent method for comparison of the 420°C/460°C 7.5:1,
440°C 5:1, and 440°C 10:1 samples. These cross sections are shown in Figure 3.16. In
general it is again apparent that all samples show threading dislocations in cross section.
There is also no apparent trend of TDD with the Sb:Ga ratio. Rather, both the 5:1 and
10:1 samples appear somewhat higher in TDD than the 7.5:1 samples.
3.5

Conclusions on IMF Growth Process
At this point it is useful to stop and consider the overall implications of the IMF

optimization study. First, there are clear outer limits to temperature for acceptable
growth of GaSb on GaAs. The acceptable range appears to be roughly 400°C-500°C,
possibly slightly wider with 350°C clearly too low and 540°C too high. Second, Sb:Ga
ratios in the typical range of 5:1-10:1 appear to have no major impact on IMF growth.
Beyond this the important conclusion is not which exact conditions produce the
best result. The sample sizes used here are too small for such final determinations.
Rather, the most significant conclusion is that none of these samples demonstrate TDD
comparable to the initial IMF studies. For the current IMF growth study, the best
apparent TDD based on plan view TEM is 1.3x108cm-2. This shows 2-3 orders of
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magnitude difference from the 5.4x105cm-2 value reported in the initial IMF studies.
There is no apparent pathway within the current study to close a gap of 2-3 orders of
magnitude.
While the reasons for this discrepancy are not immediately apparent, the general
conclusion that the initial IMF study results are not repeatable is clear. At this point in
time, repeated test runs using the IMF growth mode process appear limited to producing
material with TDD in the 1x108cm-2 range with no apparent pathway for significant
improvement.
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Chapter 4 Dislocation Filtering Layers
In the previous chapter optimization of the IMF growth mode for GaSb on GaAs
was determined to be inadequate for the direct growth of device quality material. With
TDD limited to 1x108cm-2, further improvements are needed. To this end, the
investigation of additional strategies for the reduction of threading dislocations is
warranted.
The use of dislocation filtering layers (DFLs) in epitaxial growth is one strategy
for reducing unwanted dislocation defects. Here historical references provide us with an
encouraging statement, “Misfit strain can be used to drive threading dislocations out of
epitaxial films and thus to improve their perfection.” (Matthews, Blakeslee, and Mader,
1976).1 It remains, then, to more fully understand requirements for application of this
concept and the extent to which they are applicable to GaSb on GaAs.
4.1

Matthews and Blakeslee Dislocation Bending
Matthews and Blakeslee in 1974 published a report detailing the mechanism by

which dislocations will bend at an interface. The model is based on a comparison of the

Figure 4.1 Multilayer stack B/C/B/C grown
on substrate A. (Matthews, 1976)
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force due to misfit strain and the tension in a dislocation line. This balance is used to
predict a point at which dislocations encountering an interface will bend to follow that
interface.2 The derivation is based on a system with a substrate, A, and a multilayer stack
B/C/B/C, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The force of the misfit strain (Fε) is shown in Equation 4.1. Here the shear
modulus (G) and layer thickness (ℎ) are assumed to be equal for B and C. Other factors
are the Poisson ratio (𝑣), the dislocation Burgers vector (𝑏), the strain (𝜀), and the angle
between the slip plane and the interface (𝜆).
𝐹ε =

2𝐺(1+𝑣)
(1−𝑣)

𝑏ℎ𝜀 cos 𝜆

Equation 4.1 Force exerted by misfit
The force of the dislocation line tension, Fl, is shown in Equation 4.2. Here, 𝛼 is
the angle between the dislocation line and the Burgers vector.
𝐺𝑏 2
ℎ
𝐹𝑙 =
((1 − 𝜐 cos 2 𝛼) (ln + 1))
4𝜋(1 − 𝜐)
𝑏
Equation 4.2 Tension in a line dislocation
For a system with misfit f, the maximum value of strain will be 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ½f. For
values of Fε<2Fl this predicts a dislocation with coherent travel across the interface
(Figure 4.2, path a). At Fε=2Fl the dislocation bends to meet the interface, but then
continues upward (Figure 4.2, path b). For Fε>2Fl the dislocation bends to travel along
the interface forming a misfit segment (Figure 4.2, path c).
These considerations lead to a critical thickness (hc) at which dislocations will
bend to form misfit segments and travel to the edge of a sample (Equation 4.3). The
authors use this equation to predict the thickness at which misfit dislocations should form
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in Ga(As,P) grown on GaAs. Experimental results supporting the model are also
included in the report.

Figure 4.2 Predicted dislocation bending behaviors.
(Matthews, 1976)
ℎ𝑐 =

𝑏 (1 − 𝑣 cos 2 𝛼)
ℎ𝑐
(ln + 1)
2𝜋𝑓 (1 + 𝑣) cos 𝜆
𝑏

Equation 4.3 Critical layer thickness for bending dislocations
4.2

Application of Dislocation Filtering
The potential benefits of integrating GaAs based devices directly onto Si has led

to significant work in this field. The primary limitations are anti-phase domains and high
levels of threading dislocations generated at the heterointerface due to the lattice
mismatch between these materials. Reduction of anti-phase domains can be achieved in
part through the use of slightly miscut substrates that create double atomic steps at the
interface. The reduction of threading dislocations has been a more challenging endeavor
with significant focus on the use of DFLs.
A useful example of DFLs in GaAs on Si was provided by Whelan et al, (1990).
Here GaAsP/GaAs strained superlattices (SLSs) were used to study filtering of
dislocations in GaAs grown on Si.3 Two pairs of samples were grown in this work. The
first pair used SLS layers of thicknesses ranging from 100-250Å. This range was chosen
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to study the critical thickness for bending predicted at 200Å, based on the designed 1%
mismatch. SLS packets of 3 layers were grown in sets of 3, separated by 1000Å of
GaAs. One sample used 100Å SLS packets near the interface followed by 200Å SLS
packets higher up. The second sample used 150Å and 250Å SLS packets in a similar
design. Figure 4.3 shows the overall design of these samples.

Figure 4.3 Sample design for GaAsP/GaAs SLS defect filtering study.
(Whelan, 1990)
A second set of samples each using a single 3 layer SLS with thicker 1000Å
layers was also grown. These SLSs were grown at distances of 0.5μm and 0.01μm from
the GaAs/Si interface to study the impact of interface proximity in addition to the
influence of thicker DFL layers.
Analysis of the samples through cross sectional TEM provided a number of
interesting results. For the first pair of samples it was observed that no dislocation
bending took place at the internal SLS layer interfaces for any of the thicknesses 100250Å. Instead, bending was observed at the overall SLS packet interfaces – the bottom
of the first and top of the last layers. This shows that each SLS packet acted as a single
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DFL layer rather than a series of individual filtering interfaces.
The second pair of samples with thicker 1000Å SLS layers did show bending at
each layer interface. Additionally, for the SLS placed close to the GaAs/Si interface a
very high level of dislocations in the SLS was observed. This was interpreted as the
strain field of the SLS attracting dislocations from the heterointerface. Figure 4.4 shows
the defect bending behavior for the thick 1000Å layer SLS placed 0.5μm away from the
GaAs/Si interface. In general, the density of dislocations is significantly lower in the
GaAs above the SLS, and many dislocations are observed along the SLS layer interfaces.
Unfortunately, many of the other micrographs are difficult to reproduce and the reader is
directed to the original source.

Figure 4.4 TEM cross section of a 3 layer 1000 SLS packet
placed 0.5μm above a GaAs/Si interface. (Whelan, 1990)
More recent work on the GaAs/Si system has employed quantum dot layers as
dislocation bending sites to filter dislocations. In a pair of publications, Mi et al., (2005,
2006) showed first that a functioning quantum dot laser could be grown on Si4, and then
demonstrated improvements in performance with the introduction of an InAs QD defect
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filtering layer inserted below the device region.5 Schematics for these lasers are shown in
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Schematics of quantum dot laser structure
with no filtering layers (left) and 10X InAs dot filtering
layers (right).(Mi, 2005, 2006)
The introduction of the InAs dot layers below the device region was associated
with a change in threshold current from 1500Acm-2 for the original design to 900Acm-2
for the buffer layer design. The improvement in this case was attributed to dislocations
and antiphase domains being trapped at the GaAs/Si interface. A TEM cross section

Figure 4.6 TEM cross section showing the
active QD layers above and InAs QD
filtering buffer. (Mi, 2006)
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showed the active laser region to be nearly defect free for the device with InAs dot buffer
layer (Figure 4.6).
In a continuation of this work Yang, Bhattacharya, and Mi, (2007) studied the
variation of quantum dot blocking layer properties to better understand and optimize the
dislocation blocking mechanism.6 Quantum dot (QD) layers of various compositions, dot
size, and areal density were modeled and experimentally tested. The impact of changes
to the number of quantum dot layers was also analyzed. A model of dislocation bending
at the base of the quantum dots (Figure 4.7) was used in calculations predicting the
effectiveness of the filter layers.

Figure 4.7 Schematic of dislocation bending at the base of a
quantum dot. (Yang, 2007)
The ability of a quantum dot interface to bend a dislocation was calculated based
on the strain energy of the existing dislocation (ΔEdis Equation 4.4) compared to the
energy released due to the formation of a misfit segment running beneath the quantum
dot, (ΔErel Equation 4.5). In Equation 4.4, L is the length of the misfit dislocation, Gbuff
and Gdot are the shear moduli of the respective materials, 𝒃 is the Burgers vector, ν is
poisson’s ratio (~0.3), β is the angle between the Burgers vector and the dislocation line,
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and r is the cutoff radius of the dislocation strain field. For Equation 4.5, feff is the
effective lattice mismatch, beff is the Burgers vector component parallel to the dot-buffer
interface, and ℎ is the height – a function of (x,y) for a quantum QD. The bending of a
dislocation is predicted to occur in cases where ΔErel is greater than ΔEdis.
ΔΕ𝑑𝑖𝑠
1 𝐺𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓 𝐺𝑑𝑜𝑡 2 1 − 𝑣 cos2 𝛽
2𝑟
=
𝑏 (
) [ln ( ) + 1]
𝐿
2𝜋 𝐺𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓 + 𝐺𝑏𝑜𝑡
1−𝑣
𝑏
Equation 4.4 Strain energy of a dislocation
ΔΕ𝑟𝑒𝑙 2𝐺𝑑𝑜𝑡 (1 + 𝑣)
=
𝑓𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑓 ℎ
𝐿
1−𝑣
Equation 4.5 Energy released in the formation of a misfit
dislocation
Quantum dot compositions of In0.6Al0.4As, In0.5Ga0.5As, and InAs were studied for
use as buffer layers. Each dot type was grown under the conditions optimized for MBE.
The resulting In0.6Al0.4As dots were 3-4nm in height, while the In0.5Ga0.5As dots were 56nm, and InAs dots were 6-7nm. The dot sizes were In0.6Al0.4As 9-14nm, In0.5Ga0.5As
16-22nm, and InAs 20-30. The lattice mismatches relative to GaAs were In0.6Al0.4As
3.47%, In0.5Ga0.5As 4.12%, and InAs 6.69%. The Gdot values were InAs 31.24GPa,
In0.5Ga0.5As 39.93GPa, and In0.6Al0.4As 37.94GPa.
In the full calculation, InAs dots were predicted to outperform by a wide margin.
Results were reported in terms of bending area ratio under a single dot. This value
reflected the percentage of area under a single dot with ΔErel greater than ΔEdis which
accounted for the height dependence of ΔErel and the geometry of the dots. The
calculated bending area ratios for single dots were 80% for InAs, <1% for In0.5Ga0.5As
and ~0% for In0.6Al0.4As. Further analyses of single layer dot areal density and multiple
layer strain accumulation were considered in determining the final optimized buffer layer
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structures.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were used as an indicator of the
effectiveness of the filtering layers with higher PL intensity indicating fewer defects
propagating up to the device region. From Figure 4.8 it is clear that the optimized InAs
buffer design was far superior to the InGaAs buffer while the InAlAs dot material
showed essentially no intensity peak from the active region suggesting very high defect
levels.

Figure 4.8 PL intensity from InGaAs QDs built
on various buffer layers.
In general this work provides additional insight into the complexities of designing
a DFL. Materials parameters such as contrast in shear modulus and lattice mismatch
must be taken into consideration. Geometric considerations of layer thickness, or in this
case dot dimensions and dot density, are also critical.
Interest in developing DFLs for GaAs on Si continues with a recent report on
process condition optimization by Tang et al. (2016).7 Here InGaAs/GaAs SLSs were
used as defect filtering layers between a Si substrate and active InAs/GaAs QD lasers. A
key finding in this work was that an in-situ anneal of the SLS led to improved
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photoluminescence. Presumably this resulted from the reduction of defects propagating
to the active regions. Increased motion during the anneal steps was proposed as a model
that allowed for dislocations to meet and eliminate. Figure 4.9 shows the growth
temperature profiles used for the standard and in-situ anneal growths. Process
optimization work of this type shows the ongoing interest with late stage development of
DFLs for GaAs Si integration.

Figure 4.9 Growth temperature profiles for
InGaAs/GaAs SLSs with no anneal (left) and in-situ
anneal (right). (Tang, 2016)
Overall, the purpose of reviewing DFLs for the GaAs/Si system is twofold. First,
the extensive interest in integrating GaAs with Si has produced a large body of research
from theoretical modelling through experimental testing and process optimization. For
GaSb on GaAs, much of this knowledge can be carried over in designing DFLs.
Secondly, it is of interest to see the research progression beginning with basic modeling
and simple experimentation followed by more complex designs, functional
demonstrations, and finally, detailed studies of processing parameters. Overall, this
process has taken a number of decades and continues today.
4.3

GaSb on GaAs Buffers and DFLs
In contrast to the GaAs on Si system, DFLs in GaSb on GaAs have received less

attention and are at an earlier stage. Some considering of buffering layers has been
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reported. Qian, Skowronski, and Kaspi (1997) introduced buffer layers of AlSb, InGaSb,
and an AlSb/GaSb SLS at the GaAs interface and measured the associated shift in TDD
for the subsequent GaSb growth.8 An AlSb nucleation layer followed by a short period
AlSb/GaSb SLS has been reported by Hao et al. (2010).9 Recently, the use of graded
Ga(As,Sb) buffers to transition from GaAs to GaSb has also been reported by Yu et al.
(2017).10
While interface buffering is another strategy for controlling dislocations, it differs
in concept from dislocation filtering. Buffering attempts to control dislocation generation
at a heterointerface by inserting a layer or layers to, in some way, manage the transition
between lattice constants. In contrast, DFL strategies accept the natural dislocation
generating properties of the initial heterointerface and attempt to filter them out later
through the insertion of a layer or layers designed to bend dislocations.
As noted, some examples of interface buffering in the GaSb on GaAs system do
exist. However, examples of DFLs in this system are limited. One study showing some
benefits associated with AlAsSb SLSs on metamorphic GaSb has been reported.11 Here
500nm DFLs based on 50 repeats of 100Å periods of AlAsSb were introduced on top of
1μm of GaSb grown on GaAs. A strain compensated SLS (As=0.11/0.07) and tensile
strained SLS (As=0.11/0.09) were tested. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and high
resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) results suggest that the DFLs had some positive
impact on material quality, though no specific TDD values were reported. TEM cross
sectional images of the strain compensated SLS DFL are shown in Figure 4.10.
Dislocations are apparent within the DFL layer while the upper device region appears
generally free of dislocations. Dislocation activity in the GaSb and at the DFL interfaces
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is somewhat obscured by the mottled appearance of the GaSb. This mottled appearance
is likely related to GaSb ion beam reactivity noted in chapter 2.

Figure 4.10 TEM cross section of strain compensated SLS
introduced on a 1μm GaSb metamorphic buffer. (Fastenau,
2013)
4.4

GaSb on GaAs AlSb Dislocation Filtering Layers
Interestingly, the introduction of a dislocation filtering layer in GaSb appears

relatively straightforward. GaSb is a member of the 6.1Å family that also includes InAs
and AlSb. Here it is important to note that 6.1Å is a generalization with each member
having its own specific lattice constant near 6.1Å (Table 4.1). These small differences
have made it possible to grow a wide variety of layered structures with this material set
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taking advantage of different optical and electrical properties while maintaining lattice
matched structures.
Table 4.1 Lattice constants of 6.1Å materials.

It should be noted that much of the experimental work on 6.1Å devices is carried
out on GaSb substrates. This allows for essentially defect free growth of the various
6.1Å materials and their alloys as long as accumulated strain is managed in a reasonable
manner. As such, there are typically few dislocations in epitaxial growth layers.
Consequently, there is limited information available on the nature of dislocation bending
at 6.1Å interfaces.
In contrast, GaSb grown on GaAs does have relatively high levels of defects. As
such, the bending effect on threading dislocations for the relatively small lattice
mismatches to InAs and AlSb may become more apparent. These small lattice
mismatches also mean that complex SLS designs are not a necessity. A simple single
composition layer will provide a strained interface useful for initial investigations.
Due to the relative simplicity of the MBE transition, AlSb is a prime candidate for
initial investigations. The single group III elemental switch allows for a very clean
transition minimizing potential strain mitigating intermixing in a more complex
GaSb/InAs interface. Due to the relatively small lattice mismatch, a test design can also
employ a relatively thick layer. This will maximize the interface strain and provide
opportunity to better observe the interfacial behavior.
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As an initial test of a DFL in IMF GaSb, a series of samples was grown using
AlSb as the filtering layer. Filtering layers were placed at distances of 100nm, 250nm,
and 500nm from an IMF GaSb on GaAs interface. The AlSb DFL layers were grown to a
thickness of 250nm. Following the AlSb blocking layers, additional GaSb was grown
resulting in a total GaSb/AlSb/GaSb thickness of ~1.5μm. This uniform total thickness
was used to allow for equivalent dislocation annihilation associated with growth
thickness.
In the course of developing the process for growing these samples, an initial
attempt was undertaken utilizing the previously optimized GaSb growth temperature of
420°C for the entire growth. This early sample exhibited a high concentration of large
square surface defects in top down SEM review (Figure 4.11). Note that the horizontal
striations in the SEM image are Sb prisms resulting from Sb exposure during the final
cooling sequence. These surface deposits of Sb are not a significant issue in this case.

Figure 4.11 SEM images from the top surface of a GaSb/AlSb/GaSb growth at 420°C
showing a high concentration of square surface defects. Note smaller mostly horizontal
striations are Sb prisms from exposure to Sb during cooling.
Cross sectional TEM analysis of one of the large square surface defects revealed
stacking faults propagating up through the material to the surface (Figure 4.12). The
source can be traced to the lower interface of the AlSb layer. Additionally, close review
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of the upper AlSb/GaSb interface in non-defective regions shows a scalloped pattern
indicating an uneven growth front for the AlSb. In general these observations suggest the
420°C growth temperature is too low for AlSb which is typically grown around 500°C.
Clearly these conditions are not conducive to the goal of reducing defects.
Given these early results, the growth process used for the DFL study was

GaSb
GaSb
AlSb
AlSb
GaSb

Figure 4.12 TEM cross section of surface defect showing origin at the lower GaSb/AlSb
interface (left). HAADF STEM image of an unaffected region of the upper AlSb/GaSb
interface showing uneven growth front for AlSb (right).
modified to improve the AlSb growth. While the initial GaSb IMF nucleation
temperature was maintained at 420°C, during the growth of the subsequent GaSb the
temperature was slowly ramped up to 500°C. This temperature was maintained for the
remainder of the growth including the transition to AlSb and additional GaSb growth to
the final thickness. This method resulted in samples with smooth surfaces showing none
of the square defects related to stacking fault formation.
Cross sectional TEM samples were prepared for each of the DFL samples (Figure
4.13). In each case there is relatively high TDD in the initial IMF GaSb layer between
the GaAs and the AlSb. At both the upper and lower AlSb/GaSb interfaces high levels of
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Figure 4.13 TEM cross sectional images of GaSb/AlSb/GaSb blocking layer samples with
AlSb at 100nm, 250nm, and 500nm from the GaAs/GaSb IMF interface.
defects are apparent suggesting that dislocations may be bending at the interface and
interfacial misfit networks may have formed. Interestingly, within the AlSb layer itself
relatively few defects are observed. The final GaSb growth shows a significant decrease
in threading dislocations in all cases. The samples with 250nm and 500nm initial IMF
GaSb show nearly dislocation free GaSb in the upper layer. In both cases only 1
threading dislocation is apparent in the upper half of the GaSb over a relatively wide
cross sectional view.
Closer review of the GaAs/GaSb/AlSb interfaces (Figure 4.14) shows in more
detail the filtering behavior and effectiveness of the AlSb DFL. Here again the presence
of high levels of dislocations along the upper and lower DFL interfaces is readily
apparent while the AlSb itself is essentially free of defects over larger areas. Reviewing
the various images and using a simple dislocation line count from above and below the
DFL, the filtering efficiency appears to be 80-90%.
From the overall cross sectional images, TDDs estimated for the material above
the blocking layer interfaces are 4x108 cm-2, 9x107 cm-2, and 4x107 cm-2 for the samples
with 100nm, 250nm, and 500nm initial IMF GaSb respectively. At these TDD levels,
with very few dislocations present, cross sectional estimates become problematic and
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plan view TEMs are desirable for a more accurate assessment.

Figure 4.14 TEM images showing concentrated dislocation activity at the AlSb blocking
layer interfaces.
Figure 4.15 shows plan view TEMS of the GaSb from near the top surface for
each of the DFL samples. The sample with 100nm IMF GaSb (left) shows some bend
contours due to sample warping, but an accurate account of TDD is still possible in such
cases. TDDs for the plan view samples are 1.1x108 cm-2, 8.9x107 cm-2, and 3.6x107 cm-2
for the 100nm, 250nm, and 500nm DFL layer samples respectively. These values are in
general agreement with the cross sectional results and show some of the lowest TDDs
ever observed in GaSb grown on GaAs.

Figure 4.15 Plan view TEM images for DFL samples left to right: 100nm, 250nm,
500nm IMF GaSb prior to DFL.
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The trend of increasing TDD with decreasing separation of the DFL from the
GaAs seems in agreement with the early report by Whelan et al., on DFL interaction with
a strain field near a heterointerface.3 This, however, poses another question with respect
to the nature of the GaSb IMF. In general, it has been assumed that the IMF growth
results in fully relaxed GaSb on GaAs with all strain relieved by the network of edge
dislocations at the interface. Under this assumption, there should be no strain field
around the interface for a DFL to interact with.
Counter to this general assumption, evidence for the presence of a strain field
associate with the IMF comes from a detailed XRD analysis of GaSb epitaxial layers by
Reyner et al. (2011). 12 This work on GaSb on GaAs films ranging from 250-1500nm
shows that there is residual strain in the epitaxial layer. Figure 4.16 shows the
relationship between relaxation and thickness for epitaxial GaSb layers. This lends
credence to the observation that the AlSb DFL may be interacting with a strain field
associated with the GaSb GaAs heterointerface.

Figure 4.16 Relaxtion vs. GaSb thickness for
epitaxial layers 250nm-1500nm. (Reyner,
2011)
Overall, this initial test of a DFL strategy in IMF GaSb on GaAs is quite
promising. A single AlSb DFL layer introduced at 500nm resulted in final GaSb TDD of
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3.6x107 cm-2 representing ~70% reduction from the 1.3x108 cm-2 observed on the 420°C
temperature optimized sample in the previous chapter. Given the early stage of research
in DFLs for GaSb on GaAs, additional gains are likely. As reviewed for the GaAs on Si
system, a wide variety of options are open for additional research into designing
increasingly effective dislocation filtering layers. Significant opportunity exists in this
relatively unexplored space.
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Chapter 5 High Tilt Bright Field TEM Analysis of Interfaces
In the previous section the dislocation filtering effectiveness of a thick AlSb DFL
in IMF GaSb was demonstrated. While the results are encouraging, it is of practical and
scientific interest to better understand the nature of the DFL, in particular the activity at
the layer interfaces. From the cross sections it appears that dislocations are bending into
the DFL interface and generally not propagating into the AlSb. However, from this
perspective specifics of the dislocation activity and interaction along the interface are
difficult to ascertain.
5.1

High Tilt Bright Field TEM
In this section a detailed analysis of the GaSb IMF and GaSb/AlSb DFL interface

is presented based on high tilt bright field (HTBF) imaging. This method was
documented in a study on interfaces in AlInSb buffer layers by Mishima, Edirisooriya,
and Santos (2010).1 In concept the technique is relatively simple and well matched to its
naming.

Figure 5.1 Concept of HTBF TEM. Lines in a sample oriented along the beam path
project as spots (left). Lines tilted to the beam path project as shortened lines (right).
Utilizing the fact the TEM samples are actually 3 dimensional objects with a real
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thickness component, tilting a sample to a high angle reveals details of features within the
thickness. For example, a dislocation line oriented parallel to the beam path will project
as a spot. However, a dislocation line tilted to the beam path will project as a shortened
line. Similarly, an interface plane oriented to the beam path will project as a line, while a
tilted interface will project as a shortened rectangle. The concept is shown in Figure 5.1.

GaSb
AlSb
GaSb
GaAs

Figure 5.2 TEM images and diffraction patterns for [110]
zone axis (upper), small tilt g [22̅0] (middle), high angle tilt
g [22̅0] (lower).
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The HTBF method was applied to the AlSb DFL sample with 500nm IMF GaSb
from the previous section. For completeness, a series of images is presented here to
elucidate the effect of the HTBF imaging (Figure 5.2). The upper pair of images shows
the sample aligned to the cross section zone axis along the [110] direction. The
diffraction image shows the typical pattern associated with [001] oriented growth viewed
along a [110] direction. The middle pair of images shows a low angle tilt to g=[22̅0]
which is a commonly used tilt for viewing dislocations and interfaces in this type of cross
section. Note that the interfaces and dislocations show improved contrast at this tilt,
however the interfaces still appear as lines. The bottom pair of images show an HTBF
setting with the sample tilted to ~28.7° from the original zone axis. The diffraction
pattern shows that the g=[22̅0] condition is maintained. However, dislocations at the
DFL and IMF interfaces now reveal details not apparent in the earlier images.
5.2

HTBF TEM Analysis of the IMF
The GaSb IMF interface shows a number of interesting features in HTBF. One

important piece of information available is the thickness of the TEM sample. By
measuring the apparent length of the IMF dislocation lines, 40nm (Figure 5.3), and
recording the change in angle from the zone axis, 28.7°, the sample thickness can be
calculated by a simple geometric relation (Equation 5.1). In this case the sample
thickness is approximately 83nm. On its own this is a notable result demonstrating the
ability to create high quality FIB based TEM samples from GaSb.

𝑡 = 𝑙/ sin 𝜃
Equation 5.1 Thickness calculation for a tilted sample.
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Figure 5.3 Measurement of apparent IMF
line length from a 28.7° HTBF TEM image
of the interface.
Continuing with analysis of the IMF region, measurements of the average spacing
between the vertical lines gives a value of 2.74 nm (Figure 5.4, left). While at first
glance it appears that this value should match the typical IMF spacing of 5.6nm, it is
important to recall that with the high tilt condition the view is looking through the GaAs
GaSb interface. As such, the image generated is based on two superimposed lattices
resulting in a moiré fringe pattern. The fringe spacing can be calculated from Equation
5.2.
𝑑𝑚 =

𝑑1 𝑑2
𝑑1 − 𝑑2

Equation 5.2 Calculation of moiré fringe spacing.
For the g=[22̅0] condition d220 GaSb = 2.155Å and d220 GaAs = 1.999Å which
results in a calculated dm = 27.61Å, or 2.761nm. This is in good agreement with the
observed spacing at the IMF of 2.74nm.
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At higher magnifications the vertical lines begin to show a periodicity along their
length (Figure 5.4, right). By measuring a set of 10 spacings, an average separation of
1.33nm is obtained. By Equation 5.1 this would convert to a planar separation of 2.77nm
again matching the moiré fringe pattern spacing. These combined results provide clear
evidence of the utility of HTBF for imaging of the IMF.

Figure 5.4 Measurements of 10 veritical fringe spacings (left) and 10 horizontal point
spacings (right).
Visibility of the moiré fringe pattern via HTBF suggests the possibility of
associating threading dislocations in the cross sectional image to defects in the IMF.
Indeed, in a number of locations, shifts in the moiré fringe pattern were located in regions
where dislocations are observed near the interface. Figure 5.5 shows HTBF images of
the IMF from the indicated locations on the normal cross sectional view. Color coding is
used to track matched locations through the image set. Merging and terminating fringes
in the HTBF images are apparent in regions where the dislocations intersect the IMF
interface in the low tilt image. These defects in the moiré pattern reflect defects in the
IMF showing that threading dislocations are associated with IMF defects. In general, this
supports the assertion that suppressing defects in the IMF will result in lower threading
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dislocation density in GaSb grown on GaAs.

Figure 5.5 Low tilt TEM view with color coded interface defect locations denoted (upper
left). Matched defect locations identified in an HTBF image of the same interface (upper
right). Merging and separating moiré fringes associated with the defect locations (lower
left and right).
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) image processing can be used to provide a clearer
view of the moiré fringe pattern shifts. A brief demonstration of the technique is
provided in Figure 5.6.
Beginning with the original image, the FFT generates a spot pattern reflecting
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spacings and angles. From this pattern, spot pairs associated with specific spacings and
orientations can then be masked. Inversion of the masked FFT results in a new filtered
image emphasizing the selected points. The results of this process can assist in
identifying the moiré pattern transitions. In general, the results serve to highlight the
merging and terminating fringes emphasizing that HTBF can be used as a valuable tool
for analyzing the GaSb GaAs IMF.

FFT

IFFT

Figure 5.6 FFT performed on original image (upper left) produces FFT pattern (upper
right). Masking for large spacing vertical lines (lower left) and inverse FFT results in
filtered image emphasizing vertical moiré fringe pattern (lower right).
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5.3

HTBF TEM Analysis of the GaSb/AlSb DFL Interface
Turning next to the DFL, the HTBF images again provide valuable insight into

the nature of interface. Where the typical view shows essentially dark lines along the
interface, HTBF reveals linked segments in many locations (Figure 5.7). By tracing a set
of the linked segments, a simple geometric construct can be mapped and transferred to a
diagram for further analysis. Through application of Equation 5.1, the tilt construct can
be transformed into an approximation of the dislocation pattern at the planar interface.

GaSb

AlSb

GaSb

Figure 5.7 Projecting the interface dislocation layout through geometric
transformation. A dislocation segment (upper left) is traced along with
other applicable measurements (upper right). The trace is transferred to a
simple diagram (lower left) and then adjusted for tilt to reflect the top down
planar dislocation arrangement (lower right).
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This process shows that at least some areas of the interface are composed of linked
dislocation networks possibly hexagonal in nature.

Figure 5.8 Dislocation reactions as described by Ayers, 2007.
A hexagonal pattern of interface dislocations can be explained through misfit
dislocation reactions as described by Ayers.2 Intersecting dislocations are expected to
produce repulsive L reactions, interactive link reactions, or non-interactions depending on
the Burgers vector combination of the intersecting pair as shown in Figure 5.8. Link
reactions producing faceted connecting segments are a likely fit for the dislocations seen
at the DFL interface.
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From these results it is apparent that misfit dislocation arrays are formed at the
GaSb AlSb DFL interfaces. The formation of these arrays suggests bending of threading
dislocations associated with the IMF GaSb. The bending of these dislocations to form
misfit dislocation networks appears to be the mechanism by which dislocations are
filtered out of the material, resulting in the low threading dislocation density observed in
the final GaSb thickness. While this process can be inferred from typical TEM cross
sectional images, the HTBF imaging technique provides a more satisfying demonstration
of the behavior.
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Chapter 6 Direct Capture of the Embedded DFL Interface
In the previous section HTBF imaging was used to provide significant insight into
the nature of the GaSb AlSb DFL interface. While this useful result has enhanced the
understanding of the dislocation interactions of the DFL, the area of the interface
captured in the TEM cross section is still limited. While the x-dimension is significant at
4.5μm, the y-dimension is the sample thickness, roughly 80nm. Thus the overall
interfacial area captured is quite small, roughly 0.36μm2. Additionally, while the tilted
view from 28.7° provides some visibility to the interface plane, it is clearly not an ideal
viewing angle.
6.1

Capture of the DFL Interface in Plan View
To improve the understanding of the DFL interface, an ambitious FIB based

sample preparation plan was developed with the goal of capturing in plan view a large
area (~3x3μm) of the deeply embedded DFL interface. To achieve this goal, a large
block of material must be lifted out from the sample coupon. This block must then be
mounted to a TEM grid and rotated to orient the sample for removal of the bulk layers.
During this process, detailed knowledge of the DFL interface location and orientation
must be maintained. A basic outline of the process is shown in Figure 6.1.
Here utility of the FIB as a TEM sample prep platform is clearly advantageous
over conventional sample prep methods, as the targeting of a specific interface in plan
view requires detailed knowledge of the sample faces during the thinning process. Figure
6.2 shows a schematic of the targeting required to capture a 3x3μm section of the
interface in a relatively thick 200nm sample. Allowing for 50nm of material on either
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side of the interface to ensure an undisturbed interface and allow for surface
amorphization, tilts in both the horizontal and vertical orientations need to be managed to
within 2°. Add to this the complications of working with GaSb in the FIB and success is
clearly not guaranteed.

GaSb
AlSb
GaSb
GaAs
Mount/Rotate

Lift out

Bulk Removal

Near Target

Captured Interface

Figure 6.1 Steps to capture a deeply embedded interface for plan view TEM.
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200nm

100nm

~2°

 3μm 
Figure 6.2 Schematic of the tilt requirement to capture a 3μm segment
of an interface within a 200nm thickness. A 50nm buffer on either side
is targeted to account for surface amorphization and ensure an
undisturbed interface.
A comprehensive plan is required to manage this type of sample prep work. A set
of useful advice is provided here and outlined in Figure 6.3. First, prior to capping the
overall top surface for protection from the ion beam, adding a small capping mark to the
top edge of the sample at the interface is a useful aid. This will be visible later during
thinning and indicates a rough stopping point for capture of the interface. Second, side
view imaging can be used to track the actual location of the interface in the plan view
sample. By intermittently rotating 90° to clean and view the edge of the sample,

Cap Marker

Side View

Uneven Clearing

Figure 6.3 Methods for targeting and tracking an embedded interface.
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information regarding the interface plane location and tilt relative to the FIB cut faces can
be obtained. Details of the effective cut depth can also be determined from this view.
Finally, regular SEM image capture or live viewing during the removal of bulk layers is
also useful as transitions between materials can often be observed. Depending on which
corner or edge of the sample face clears a layer first, small tilt and rotation corrections
can be applied.
6.2

TEM Analysis of the DFL Plan View
Following this general outline, a plan view TEM sample capturing the GaSb AlSb

DFL was successfully processed. Figure 6.4 (left) shows this sample at the [001] zone
axis. A myriad of patterns and geometric shapes is readily apparent from this view. The
associated diffraction pattern (Figure 6.4 right) confirms the expected [001] orientation
and single crystal nature of the sample. Note that while the diffraction pattern contains
spots from both AlSb and GaSb, the spot separation cannot be resolved here due to the
small lattice mismatch. The successful capture of this DFL interface in a TEM sample is

220
2̅20

220
200

020

22̅0

2̅20
2̅00

02̅0
2̅2̅0

Figure 6.4 Plan view TEM images of the GaSb AlSb DFL interface and
associated diffraction pattern.
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a significant accomplishment providing a unique view of the DFL interface previously
unavailable. The methodology applied here could prove beneficial to many systems
where few if any examples of similar work exist.
In light of the unique nature of this sample, an additional step was taken to verify
the capture of the DFL interface. EDS was used to check the composition of the plan
view sample with results show in Figure 6.5. Both Al and Ga along with Sb are present
in the sample showing the interface has indeed been captured. Additionally, O is not
detected showing the AlSb did not oxidize during the brief transfer from FIB to TEM.
Note that a Cu grid was used for sample prep accounting for detection of this element.

Figure 6.5 EDS spectrum from the GaSb AlSb DFL plan view sample showing Al, Ga,
and Sb present. Cu is from the sample grid.
To further investigate the nature of interfacial dislocation network, TEM images
from a variety of tilt conditions were obtained (Figure 6.6). Striking transitions in the
dislocation array are apparent under the various conditions. For the g=2̅20 condition a
significant portion of the horizontal lines running in the [1̅10] direction vanish. This
𝑎

suggests a Burgers vector of 2 [110] based on the 𝒈 ∙ 𝒃 = 0 invisibility condition and the
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𝑎
2

〈110〉{111} slip system typical of zinc blende structures. A dislocation line running in

𝑎
the [11̅0] direction with 𝒃 = 2 [110] perpendicular to the line represents a 90° edge

dislocation. This dislocation line present in the (001) plane shows a 90° edge dislocation
similar to those formed at the GaAs GaSb IMF interface. An analogous result is obtained
in considering the image taken under the g=220 condition. Here a significant fraction of
𝑎

the vertical [110] lines vanish suggesting a Burgers vector of 2 [11̅0] and showing more

g=𝟐𝟐𝟎

g=𝟎𝟐𝟎

g=2𝟐𝟎

g=𝟐𝟎𝟎

Figure 6.6 Plan view images of the GaSb AlSb at g=𝟐𝟐𝟎 (upper left), g=𝟐𝟐𝟎 (upper
right), g=𝟎𝟐𝟎 (lower left), and g=𝟐𝟎𝟎 (lower right).
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90° edge dislocations in this direction.
This rather interesting result suggests the misfit interface has formed with
primarily 90° edge dislocations. This runs contrary to the general belief that small misfit
interfaces tend to form mostly 60° mixed dislocations. It may also help to explain the
low level of threading dislocations present in the AlSb layer as the 90° edge dislocations
are pinned at the interface.
While somewhat more subtle, trends are apparent for the g=02̅0 and g=200
conditions. In each case a texturing of the image is apparent with a significant portion of
small diagonal line segments parallel to the tilt vector vanishing. These smaller line
𝑎

segments running in the [100] and [010] directions are not typical of the 2 〈110〉{111}
slip system. They appear to be the result of linking reactions between misfit dislocations.
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Figure 6.7 Specific dislocation linking reactions. (Adapted from Abrahams, 1969)
A detailed review of the linking reactions that can produce linking segments is
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shown in Figure 6.7 (adapted from Abrahams, Weisberg, Buiocchi, and Blanc, 1969).1
Both of the linking reactions involve mixed dislocations showing that some percentage of
the interface dislocations are of mixed nature. A comparison of the character of the
resulting link segments provides additional insight into the dislocation types present at
any given reaction site. For the mixed+edge reaction, the resulting link segment is of
𝑎

pure edge character lying along a [100] with 𝒃 = 2 [011]. This dislocation should be
invisible at a g=200 tilt. This matches the observation that a texturing appears in the
images for the g=200 and g=02̅0 with many of the small link segments parallel to the tilt
vector vanishing. The link dislocation produced by the mixed-mixed reaction would not
show this 𝒈 ∙ 𝒃 behavior.
Clearly the images from this sample provide a unique view into the DFL interface
unavailable from other methods. Detailed analysis of the dislocation types and
interactions has greatly improved our understanding of the nature of this interface. With
increasing knowledge comes the potential for further innovations in modifying and
controlling the interface and defect filtering behavior. An extension of this work to other
materials systems could generate similar benefits. Overall, this demonstration of direct
capture of a deeply embedded interface shows significant promise as a method to
increase our knowledge of this and other heteroepitaxial materials systems.
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Chapter 7 HAADF STEM Analysis of the DFL Interface
7.1

HAADF STEM
High angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron

microscopy (STEM) is a commonly utilized analytical technique. It is most well known
as a method that provides elemental "z" contrast. This z contrast is generated through
Rutheford scattering of incident electrons interacting with atomic nuclei. The cross
section for these scattering events is related to the square of the atomic number, z. This
results in an HAADF STEM intensity that is proportional to z2.
The angular distribution of these scattering events occupies a region somewhat
outside other sources. This allows for their mostly independent collection using a ring
shaped (annular) detector with relatively large central opening. A simple schematic of
the set up for an HAADF STEM detector is show in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Schematic of ring shaped HAADF
STEM detector for z contrast imaging.
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HAADF detectors are typically set to cover scattering angles of >3° to capture
primarily z-contrast electrons. Scattering at lower angles, ~0.5°-3°, is more typical of
electron cloud interactions from Bragg diffraction scattering interactions with the lattice
structure, dislocations, and microstructural aspects of a sample. A separate annular dark
field detector (ADF) can be used to capture these electrons. The configuration for an
ADF detector is similar to the HAADF though with smaller diameter for lower collection
angles.
ADF detectors produce images with many similarities to dark field (DF) TEM
where details of grain orientations and dislocations can be emphasized. However, unlike
DF TEM where specific diffraction spots are used for image formation, an ADF detector
collects low angle events from all directions simultaneously. This allows for overall
imaging with heightened contrast of microstructural details.
While detectors and scattering interactions are commonly parsed into the
categories of high angle and low angle, in general there is a continuum of scattering

High Z
Scattering

Low Z
Crystallographic
Scattering
Scattering

Figure 7.2 Various scattering events associated with high Z, low Z, and crystallographic
events.
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events taking place within a sample. The placement of the detector determines which are
active in image formation. Figure 7.2 depicts a variety of scattering events and how an
HAADF detector is positioned to capture z contrast rather than lower angle
crystallographic interactions.
Given the usefulness of z-contrast imaging, HAADF detectors have become
common equipment for TEMs while ADF detectors are generally less common.
However, in theory this limitation can be overcome by shifting the position of the
HAADF detector lower to intersect the crystallographic scattering range. In technical
terms this means increasing the camera length which decreases the collection angle. This
would shift the HAADF detector towards the ADF configuration. However, with the
HAADF detector in a fixed position, physically altering the detector height to intersect
different scattering angles is not a practical solution. Fortunately, the STEM projection

CL1

CL2

CL1

CL2

Physical Camera Shift

Lens Strength
Camera Shift

Figure 7.3 Schematic of physical versus lens based camera length changes.
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lens system allows for an effective change in the detector position through the camera
length setting. Figure 7.3 shows the physical versus lens based shifting of camera length.
Using this concept it is possible to tune the HAADF detector over a range of collection
angles.
7.2

HAADF STEM Imaging of the DFL Plan View Sample
While the TEM images of the DFL plan view sample provided valuable

information regarding dislocation types and interactions, the individual images from the
various tilt conditions show only a portion of the overall dislocation network. The
overall dislocation network is visible from the zone axis image, but the image quality is
hindered by the thickness of the sample. In situations like this, STEM based imaging is
often beneficial.
To better view the entire dislocation network simultaneously, HAADF STEM
images were collected from the DFL plan view sample. Utilizing the concept outlined in
the previous section, the STEM camera length was varied from a typical 200mm setting
up to 970mm to optimize contrast from the DFL dislocation network.
An HAADF STEM image of the DFL dislocation network with the optimized
camera length of 680mm is shown in Figure 7.4. Here the entire interfacial misfit
dislocation array is visible simultaneously with excellent contrast. A striking collection
of flowing geometric shapes is displayed across the entire viewable field. Regions of
hexagonal patterns representing link reactions segments are well represented. Orthogonal
intersections are also common, representing non-interacting dislocation intersections.
Also of interest is the apparent absence of any repulsive L-reaction segments
associated with the interaction of dislocations with matched or opposite Burgers vectors.
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Further investigation of this point is needed as a sample with equal distribution of various
edge and mixed dislocation types is predicted to have a measureable fraction, 16%, of L
reactions represented.1 Their absence suggests a non-random distribution of dislocation
types formed at this interface.

Figure 7.4 HAADF STEM image of GaSb AlSb DFL at 680mm camera length.

Using HAADF STEM imaging in combination with the earlier tilt condition TEM
images offers a wealth of information regarding the nature of the interface dislocation
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types and interactions. Figure 7.5 (left) shows a region from the left side of the sample
where dislocations are predominantly non-interacting, suggesting perpendicular Burgers
vectors. In earlier TEM images these areas showed primarily edge dislocations in
orthogonal directions. Figure 7.5 (right) shows a region with many hexagonal segments
suggesting linking reactions in the area. TEM images in the area showed many of these
link segments were edge dislocations indicative of edge-mixed dislocation reactions. The
improved visibility to the overall misfit dislocation network provided through modified
HAADF STEM imaging is of value on its own and when used in conjunction with TEM
for mapping of various dislocation types and interactions.

Figure 7.5 Detailed view of a region with many non-interacting dislocations (left) and
many link reactions (right).

7.3

Independent Imaging of GaSb and AlSb Dislocations
The ability to tune the HAADF detector position to preferentially capture select

scattering types provides another possibility for imaging of the DFL plan view sample.
While the goal of the previous analysis was imaging of the overall dislocation network,
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there should be another subdivision of dislocation types within the sample.
Thus far the focus has been on the interfacial misfit dislocation network present at
the DFL interface. However, with some capture of the underlying GaSb in the sample
thickness, threading dislocations in this layer should also be present. As such, it may be
possible to tune the detector setup to differentiate scattering from GaSb threading
dislocations and AlSb misfit dislocations. This concept is presented in Figure 7.6.

Scattering from
GaSb Dislocation

Scattering from CL set to highlight
AlSb Dislocation GaSb Dislocations

Figure 7.6 Conceptual representation of scattering from GaSb vs. AlSb dislocations and
detector tuning for independent imaging.
In the course of determining the optimal camera length for viewing the overall
misfit dislocation network, a secondary feature set was apparent at certain settings.
Figure 7.7 shows a series of images documenting the progressive shift in contrast for
camera lengths of 200mm-680mm. As noted earlier, the 680mm setting was selected as
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best suited for imaging of the interfacial misfit array. However, at the 300mm setting,
while the misfit array is somewhat obscured, a secondary set of bright segments is clearly
visible.

Figure 7.7 HAADF STEM images of the GaSb AlSb DFL plan view sample at camera
lengths 200mm (upper left), 300mm (upper right), 680mm (lower left), and 970mm
(lower right).
Viewed at higher magnification these bright segments are visible along with some
details of the misfit dislocation network (Figure 7.8). In general the bright lines follow
more random and wandering courses as opposed to the highly geometric lines in the DFL
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interface network. In some locations the lines appear unassociated with the DFL
network. In others they appear to follow curved boundaries associated with the interface
network or even trace their geometric outlines.

Figure 7.8 HAADF STEM images of the regions from Figure 7.5 with camera length set
to 300mm.
Overall, this suggests that the bright segments are GaSb threading dislocations
bending at the AlSb DFL interface. In regions below the interface these dislocations
show no apparent association with the DFL network. As they bend into the interface
their proximity results in more apparent interactions and eventual incorporation into the
misfit network. Additionally, the density of these lines is in order with expectations for
threading dislocations in the IMF GaSb layer.
The ability to independently image dislocation types is clearly of value to this and
other heteroepitaxial materials systems. The novel analysis presented here has provided
new and unique insight into the nature of the AlSb DFL interfacial misfit dislocation
network and its interaction with GaSb threading dislocations. Understanding the
threading dislocation bending behavior and incorporation into the interfacial misfit
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dislocation network may lead to strategies to improve DFL design and performance.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
Advancing the understanding of heteroepitaxial GaSb on GaAs is needed to
realize the significant potential of this materials systems. Conflicting results on the
potential for direct growth of low defect GaSb on GaAs via the IMF growth mode have
led to some uncertainty on the best path to follow for ongoing efforts. This work has
revisited the IMF growth mode through consideration of the fundamental nature of the
process. Experimentation designed to explore optimized conditions has failed to produce
results adequate for devices. While the IMF is well ordered over significant areas,
threading dislocations are always identified at relatively high levels in the epitaxial GaSb
layer. These threading dislocations have been directly correlated to defects in the
ordering of the IMF interface.
The improved understanding of the GaSb on GaAs IMF established here has
enabled an informed decision on the direction of future research. Rather than focus on
additional IMF optimization, a more prudent path is the pursuit of an alternate dislocation
filtering layer (DFL) strategy based on strained interface dislocation bending.
Consideration of the properties of AlSb for generating a strained interface with GaSb
make it a logical choice. Initial experimentation along this path has shown significant
promise.
Demonstration of the effectiveness of a DFL is a useful result. However, aside
from the general observation of bending dislocations, the nature of DFLs has not been
well understood. This work has presented a unique view of the defect filtering behavior
of AlSb on GaSb significantly advancing the understanding of this interface. Results
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show clear evidence of the formation of a complex interfacial misfit dislocation network.
Evidence of threading dislocations from the GaSb layer interacting and integrating with
the misfit dislocation network has also been observed.
Combining the various insights gained in the course of this work results in a
significant advancement of our understanding. Figure 8.1 offers a visual compilation of
the complex materials system studied in this work. Here a defect in the periodic GaSb on
GaAs IMF is shown to produce threading segments that propagate up through the GaSb
layer. These threading segments bend as they approach the strained AlSb filtering layer
interface. Unlike the IMF, the DFL interface presents a widely diverse mosaic pattern.
Threading dislocations merging into this interface add to the geometric patterning

Figure 8.1 Schematic of dislocation networks and activity for the GaSb on GaAs IMF and
DFL interface for AlSb on GaSb.
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through linking reactions as they interact with existing interface dislocations and merge
into the network. Through this process the DFL interface becomes increasingly less
ordered as more threading dislocations arrive. At some locations the concentration of
these interactions may exceed the absorbing capability of the DFL, resulting in defects
propagating through the AlSb and into the final GaSb growth. By understanding this
process, future development can be directed toward the further reduction of threading
dislocations in the final GaSb layer.
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Appendix A Advanced TEM Sample Prep Details
Table A.1 Typical parameters used for FIB processing of GaSb TEM samples

A.1 Sample Capping Materials
A few additional considerations for TEM sample prep are worth noting. During
the initial capping of the target region, electron beam platinum should be deposited over a
~1x6μm region to a thickness of ~0.5μm. These numbers are not exact and should be
adjusted to suit the specific sample. The goal is a relatively thick layer of electron beam
platinum prior to any ion beam work. A second larger cap of ~2x20μm is typically
placed over this region for added protection during the subsequent high current milling
steps. Ion platinum deposition is often used for this step due to the higher deposition
rates. However, on GaSb this results in erosion of the sample in the patterned region.
This can be avoided by depositing a thin layer of electron beam platinum over the
2x20μm region prior to ion beam platinum deposition. Even 30 seconds of electron beam
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platinum often provides enough protection to allow for clean ion beam platinum
deposition. Figure A.1 shows these effects.

Figure A.1 Direct ion beam Pt deposition on GaSb results in material erosion (left). A thin ebeam Pt cap (center) enables uniform ion Pt deposition (right).
Capping materials are also a consideration for work with GaSb. The first capping
layer for TEM samples is often selected to provide contrast with the sample surface. In
most cases a “light” material such as carbon or tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS – SiO2) is
deposited as this first capping contrast layer. A heavier material such a Pt is then added
for protection from ion milling. This method was used for some samples in this work,
but was later discarded due to contrast layer erosion concerns. During the lamella
thinning phase, the contrast layer may erode slightly faster than the top capping Pt. This
can lead to perpendicular exposure of the leading edge of the GaSb to the ion beam.
When this occurs, the GaSb reactions create irregular and undesirable features at the top
of the sample. These features can (1) shield underlying material creating curtaining
contours on the sample face, or (2) act as nucleation points for further GaSb reactions
rendering regions of the sample unusable.
A.2 Plan View Sample Prep
The lift out of the plan view TEM sample is in many ways similar to a cross
section, though in general the patterned areas and milling times are significantly
increased. The extended times, larger areas, and deeper cuts exacerbate the issues
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outlined previously. Figure A.2 shows the large area milling regions needed to extract a
plan view sample from a substrate. In addition to the large size of the sample, mounting
to the grid must also be considered. From the liftout orientation, proper orientation for
the TEM grid is flat as opposed to vertical in a typical TEM grid holder. This
necessitates pre-planning to have a grid in place prior to processing. Examples exist of
individuals using manipulator probe rotation to shift the lift out orientation negating this
step. However, most system owners do not allow users to do this type of rotation. Some
newer systems include automated control of needle rotation, but most users will not have
access to such advanced equipment.

Figure A.2 Large milling regions associated with a plan view lift out.
Target region is the small square near the center of the image.
The purpose of this plan view sample was to capture the IMF interface between
GaAs and GaSb. In this case, the reactive nature of GaSb was of some benefit. While
thinning the GaAs side, the surface remained clean. However, as the GaAs was cleared
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Figure A.3 GaAs side of plan view with GaSb showing at the base (left). GaSb side of the
plan view shows spotty surface over the entire face (right).
from the base of the plan view, the spotty surface typical of GaSb appeared. This
provided a recognizable stopping point for capturing the interface. At this point, the
opposite side of the sample was thinned as far into the GaSb as was practical. Figure A.3
shows the two faces of the plan view sample confirming that the GaAs/GaSb interface is
captured in the sample.
TEM images of this plan view shown in Figure A.4 provided an interesting
perspective of the GaAs GaSb IMF. In general, the images show square patterns formed

Figure A.4 TEM image of moiré patterns from a GaAs/GaSb interface captured in a plan
view sample.
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from vertical and horizontal lines. Some limited areas show only one set of parallel lines
instead of the square pattern. Various other imperfections are also apparent such as
bends in the parallel lines and square pattern regions with slight rotation offsets. These
various observations are related to moiré fringes generated by the overlapping GaAs and
GaSb lattices captured in the plan view sample. As such, the perfect square pattern
indicates a region with regular IMF formation. The various changes in the moiré fringe
patterns suggest defects in the IMF.
A.3 Targeting Layers in Epitaxial Stacks
Much of this work is focused on understanding interfaces, transition layers, and
associated defects. In some cases stepwise metamorphic buffers have been used to
transition from one lattice constant to another. While cross sectional views of these
materials provide some insight into their nature, the ability to observe the properties of a
specific buffer layer within the material stack is often desirable. In this section, a method

Figure A.5 Stepwise metamorphic buffer
material with unexplained vertical lines
appearing in the second buffer layer.
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for capture of a specific buried epitaxial layer is outlined.
The material utilized in this example is a GaSb substrate with stepwise
metamorphic buffer layers used to transition the lattice constant from 6.09Å to 6.26Å.
Cross sections of this material showed an unusual set of vertical lines appearing in the
second buffer layer which was the first Indium bearing layer (Figure A.5). A plan view
of this specific layer was desired to better understand the nature of the vertical lines.
Using the general methods outlined previously, a plan view lift out was extracted
from the substrate. The top surface of the lift out was cleaned to provide a clear view of
the cross sectional layer stack. This was completed with the sample mounted on the
TEM grid with the grid flat on an Al SEM stub. The TEM grid was then reloaded in a
normal grid holder with the grid vertical. This orientation provided a top down SEM
view of the cross sectional layer stack. The minor compositional difference provided
adequate contrast to identify the various buffer layers. With the target layer identified, a
strip of e-beam Pt was deposited along the layer to mark its location (Figure A.6).
During subsequent plan view sample thinning, the appearance of this extra Pt strip
accurately identified the location of the target layer.

Figure A.6 Top surface of a plan view liftout cleaned with grid mounted flat (left). Top
down image of top surface showing epi layers with grid in normal holder position
(center). Pt cap added to target layer for identification during later thinning (right).
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A side note of interest for working with AlSb is its tendency to oxide in normal
atmospheric conditions. This behavior was directly observed on initial samples prepared
from the metamorphic buffer material where AlSb was the first buffer layer. The AlSb
layer of samples stored under normal atmosphere was observed to oxidize with 24 hours.
This occurrence was apparent from TEM as a lack of any dislocations in the AlSb as well
as inability to obtain any lattice resolution images due to the amorphous nature of the
oxide. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to confirm the oxidation
of the AlSb. Figure A.7 shows an EDS line scan crossing from the GaSb substrate to an
oxidized layer of Al/Sb/O.

Figure A.7 Oxidized first buffer layer AlSb shows no dislocations (left). EDS line scan of
GaSb/AlSb interface shows AlSb has oxidized (right).
To control this oxidation, subsequent samples were kept in a vacuum storage
system between FIB prep and TEM analysis. For samples with limited atmospheric
exposure (<30 min.), the AlSb layers were generally observed to be intact. These
samples showed dislocations propagating through the AlSb, lattice resolution with correct
lattice parameter, and EDS results with minimal oxygen present. A nitrogen desiccator
would also likely help in managing this issue, but was not tested in this work.
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A.4 Conversion of Plan View to Cross Section
Plan view TEM analysis is a powerful method for understanding materials.
However, at times a plan view sample may reveal some feature which could be better
understood in cross section. This section outlines a method for converting a plan view
TEM sample into a cross section.
In this example case, the previously reviewed GaAs/GaSb interface plan view was
converted to cross section. With the location of the interface known, and the sample
already quite thin, this conversion offered the opportunity to take a close look at the GaSb
IMF from what was initially a full thick epi layer growth. The conversion process itself
is relatively straight forward. Essentially, the existing plan view sample is mounted with
the grid flat on a SEM stub such that the plan view appears as a flat surface from top
down SEM. At this point, a new Pt cap is deposited over the region to be converted. This
capped region is then treated as a new lift out site.
While in concept, the conversion process is relatively straight forward, the actual
execution can be quite complex. There are many logistical considerations to keep in
mind with respect to the FIB. The manipulator needle is inserted at a set angle which
needs to be able to physically contact the conversion site. Gas injector needles are also
inserted at fixed positions and need line of sight access to weld effectively. Sample
orientation allowing for electron and ion beam imaging, milling, and depositions is also
required. It is recommended that the process be planned out ahead of time to avoid
multiple load/unload cycles or possible loss of sample.
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TEM images from a converted plan view sample offer a unique glimpse into
various aspects of FIB processing and material interactions. Figure A.8 left shows the
overall converted sample with the GaSb layer on top and the GaAs on the bottom. The
top layer of Pt is relatively thick, however there is also Pt on the underside showing the
ability of the carrier gas to infiltrate partially enclosed spaces and the penetration of the
SEM electron beam required to initiate the deposition on the underside of a sample.

Figure A.8 TEM image of plan view converted to cross section with GaSb on the top and
GaAs on the bottom (left). Detailed view at the top of the original plan view showing
amorphous regions on the original plan view faces (right).
The TEM images also show amorphous layers on the original plan view surfaces.
These amorphous layer were created by the ion beam during FIB thinning of the plan
view. Note on the left of the detailed view image there is a step in the thickness of the
amorphous zone on the vertical edge between the GaSb and GaAs layers. This suggests
the GaSb is more prone to amorphization again suggesting a more reactive behavior.
Additionally, the top surface of the GaSb shows significant roughness of the amorphous
to crystalline interface. This may also be related to the reactive nature of GaSb and the
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formation of surface spots observed during sample thinning.
The thin layer of GaSb above the IMF on the sample provided an opportunity to
aggressively thin this sample for optimal viewing of the interface. Further processing on
this sample consisted of 5kV thinning followed by 2kV cleaning/polishing. As
mentioned previously, ion imaging at 5kV is relatively poor and just adequate to set
cleaning cross section patterns. At 2kV ion imaging is significantly worse essentially
allowing for only basic feature identification. Sample polishing at 2kV was achieved by
using an open area pattern covering the entire sample with the sample tilted to 58°. This
provided slow polishing of the entire face. Both sides of the sample were polished in this
manner. TEM images from this sample are shown in Figure A.9

Figure A.9 Roughness in the amorphous to crystalline interface is readily apparent in the
GaSb (left). High resolution image of the IMF showing dislocation Burgers vector
perpendicular to dislocation line (right).
The extremely thin sample provides some excellent views of the IMF. IMF
dislocations in certain regions are well localized forming small dark spots. High
resolution imaging of these regions shows the lattice structure of both the GaAs and
GaSb layers. Circuits traced around the IMF dislocations show the Burgers vectors
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perpendicular to the dislocation line indicating a pinned edge dislocation. The 14/13 ratio
of lattice sites associated with ideal IMF formation in the GaAs and GaSb system is also
confirmed.

